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THE PURPOSE OF mE STUDY Am> THE SOURCES USED 
The purpose of tb.is study was to locate, transcrioe, realize and 
prepare a collected. edition o:t th.e solo cantatas :tar bass -voice by 
Alessandro Scarlatti. 
The reasons :tor this st* are several: 
(1) To re=iiscover and prepare, in a DI.Gd.ern performing edition, 
im,partant material far the student o:t voice. Allegedly, the bel canto 
vocal style o:t the seventeenth. century in Italy produe.ed. great voices. 
The vocal works o:t Alessandro Scarlatti were Widely knoWD. and per-
:tormed •. Use of this material. shoul.d have a eonstruetive in:tluenee on 
the vocal student o:t todaye 
(2) To combat the undue n.e~eet ef a P'eat compaser. The impor-
tant eontriDu.tions of Scarlatti are indicated in any historical stuq 
of the Ital.ian :Baroque, but pa.blish8a. sources of 'his liiil.sic to corrobo-
rate meh. statements are very scarce. Of the nearly eipt hundred 
cantatas w'laich Scarlatti wrete, not yet one dezea of these has 
appeared in print complete. 'None of these is :tor bass. The material. 
at haBd is presented as partial rectification for this negl.eet, aJ!1d. in 
eviclence for tlle claims af 1ih.is eom:pe serts im:,p<l>rtanee. 
(Z) To re-ereate tke essence of a eul.ture: !.•!.•• rather th.al1 
visit~ the static and dee~ monwnents o:t eh:arehes and palaces, we 
Will fin.d in these cantatas the true moving spirit ef :Bareque .Art, as . 
in the other most representative forms, irama and. literat-are. :Bro•t 
back te life in knewled&ea.ble and sensitive per:rermanee, we have in 
(_ 11 
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these forms a more vaJ.id, livinC and breatl:dn.i; resurrection ef :Baroque 
th.ouglilt and feeli~. 
(4) Te stucl;y that music of a da;y wh.en tke voiee was eon.siderecl 
tlle mast perfect i)!lstrument in erea.tion - for aeeurae;r, flexibility-
and expression.. Music Which demanded a finished teelmiqu.e and was 
eambiaed with the ~eatest variety of beau..tiful tone eolor. Now that 
meeh.anieaJ.ly reprodu.eed soUII.i, eJEe.ggerated and eomplez: instrumental 
forces, and the aervctas amdety- of our entire cul.ture have overwhelmed 
us, it sh.aul.d be to our interest and pleasure, for a moment, to tun 
baek to the masie of another clq to view the s:lmpler, but more deeply 
expressive art o:r the Ital.ian solo cantata, that eombinatien ef ma.sie 
and peetr;y wldeh cave the human voice pre-eminence. 
The orp:a.ization of the study is divided into the follow~ 
seetians: Ohapter two eon.tains a larief w.rvey- of the history o:r tlle 
Ital.ian. selo ean:tata, and the position ef Alessandro Scarlatti in 
relation to its history. A swmna.ry- o:r the faetors relevant t9 the per-
farman.ee o:r these cantatas is presented in chapter tbree, While eha:p-
ters four an.d five present a mare detailed an.al;ysis o:r eaeh of the 
bass cantatas included in tlrl.s study. Finally, the appendixes effer a 
translation. ef the texts, the location e:r the sources, and a perferm-
i:ng edition e:t the cantatas. 
Th.e pu.rsai t of sources o:r these cantatas has made use of the Dent 
and Eitner listiags. In a.dd.itie:n. to this, letters were dispatched to 
libraries llolciin& ilJI.p<ilrtant collections of Scarlatti manuscripts. 
These included li'braries in London, Paris, :Serlin, Mdnster, Schwerin, 
.... ,1li!!l .. -........-
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Naples. New Yerk Slll.d Washington. D.o. The :final. list o:f bass cantatas 
was tabulated With. EdWin. Hanley o:f Yal.e t1ni'Versity Wbe is, at present, 
working en a revision e:f the Dent listin£ o:f tlil.e Scarlatti cantatas .. 
OKAP.fER II 
A SURVEY OF THE ITALIAN SOLO OA.NTATA 
As background for the st~ of a particular eompo ser of tb.is 
form_ a brief summary of its history and developnent Will here 'De 
given. 
THE EARLY HIS~ORY 
!I'h.e solo eanta.ta.1 is a form of vocal. chamber music consisting of 
a dramatic or pastoral. narrative poem set to a mixture of aria, 
arioso, and recitative, in which the performer is given the oppor-
tunity, in a comparatively short piece, to display his technical. 
facility, beauty of tone, and poetic feeling. 
The Italian solo oa.uta.ta. had a.s one of its sources tbe di soovery 
of the monadic style in music, precipitated during the Waning years of 
the sixteenth century b;y a dissideat "body of diletantes.. !J!he monodic 
st;yle prefi tted b:,r the teclmical. devices- these men created tor the 
presentation of melodrama; sa.sta.ined, pitched imita.tien of the natural 
inflections of speech; a n.pporting bass line, and a:ffective delivery 
of the words. In formal musical terms, these devices are named 
reeitativo, basso oontinuo, and stile rappresentativo. 
Monody is also bo1md up with the decline of the madrigal, from an 
incl.ll"sien as a style of solo siD.ging with. a lute pl~ng th.e other 
2 
voice parts of the madrigal., to the transfer.matien of the madrigal., 
10f. the designa.tions: eham0er eaatata. [cantata c1a camera] used 
by Dent'; :Ba.k:nfzer, et aJ.., versus solo cantata [cstata j "!2a sola] 
used by Scbmitz, Prtmieres, Helm, ~owers, et al.. 
2
oollection of ~ossinensis, 1509, printed b:,r Petrucci. 
at the hands e:f Monteverdi, inte the II continuo madrigal, n a ltfusionll 
of new harmonic principles With old polyphonic :features.3 With this 
now integrated bass and melody, monody :formed a basic vehicle for the 
5 
development of the larger forms of vocal masic also, the oratorio and 
the opera. 
The uses of monody usurped the place of Renaissance ma.sical :forms 
and activities, replacing the highly refined and lllOre intellect'Oal 
madrigal. It afforded the "masio=lover a means of enjoying in his 
home the kind of music he heard in the opera.-house, and. tlms bad mueh 
the same place in Italian social life of the seventeenth cent11r1 that 
the madrigal b.ad in the sixteenth .. 114 The izm:z!.ediate PQpuJ.arit;y o:f 
lllOllOdy was held to be II a manifestation of oerta.UL deep-=-roeted Italian 
traits: hatred e:f coJ!l.Plexity and obsaarity., a profo1lll.d feeling for 
melody as constituting the essence of masic, and a preference for the 
individual artist as against the communal group. n5 
T1Pical of the early stages of any form, however, lllOUOdy 
originally lacked for clearly definable methods of organization.. In 
an improvised manner, fashionable poetry was sung to the accompaniment 
of a traditional bass melody which was used to :fUrnish a harmonic 
foundation. First attempts at achieving mu.sical coherence included 
3 Manfred :Bukx>:fzer, Mu.sic in the Baroque Era. (New York: W. W. 
Norton, 194?), p. 35. 
4Alee Rar.mon and .Anthony Milner, Late Renaissance and Baroque 
Music, (Fair Lawn, New Jersey: Essential :Books, 1959), p. 261. 
5:oonaJ.d Jay Grout, .!_ Short Rister;y of the Oper), One-volume 
edition, (New York: Oolum8ia University Press, 1947 , p. 42. 
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(~) the use of recurrent refrain sections or simple repetition. (2) 
brief imitations of the melody b;y the bass, or (3) strophic variation. 
All of these techniques were on a ver;v small scale, and alJ. shared the 
diVisions of the sections of the textual. material. l'or this reason. 
the cadence became more than ever a central point in musical organ~ 
t ion, .!·.!!·, a harmonic and rhythmic :formuU.a which had an important. 
almost inevitable sound to it. 
The great variety o:f titles given to monodic compositions indi-
cates the struggle :for :formal clarification in th~s mode o:f expression. 
Caocini' s Publication in 1601 of Le nuove mu.sieh.e signified that this 
was, indeed, a "newlt masic. !!.'he .pa.b~ication of J?eri' s varie masiche 
~ ~ .... voci in 1609 underscores the shift to solo singing. Rasi's 
Musica. di camera (1612) suggests the chamber ma.sic nature. Other 
diverse titles - reereatione. :fuggiletio, a:ffetti, strali !'amore and 
scherzi - present a confusing abundance of terminology :for the nuova 
maniera. No less uncommon was the combination of older titles With 
new, as in Oalestan11 s Ma.drigali et erie~ sonare et oan.tare ••• !_ ~ 
···~ dne voci, 1617.6 Bat distinction of the form by its title is 
next to impossible; the aria is in one collection ter.med a madrigal, 
and the lllE;I.d.rigal, elsewhere. labeled an aria. 
Most frequent of the :formal. arrangements and most important to 
the emerging cantata was the strophic aspect o:f text and nm.sic in 
\obert Eitner, Q,uellen-Lexi.J.a>n der Musiker ~ Musikgelehrten, 
10 Vols. (Mesu.rgia, New York:. reprint, 1947). 
which either each stanza of the text was sung to the same melody, or 
each stanza was sung to a changing melody over a. sbrl.lar or o stinato= 
like bass. Indeed, the latter pat tern is found in the music of a 
pa.blication appearing in 1620 entitled Oantade ed !!:!:!!_ ~ ~ sola. 
The composer to whom we give recognition as being the first to use the 
.. 
title II cantata" is Alessandro Grandi. 7 The discovery and use of this 
term "was not without significance since these variations did indeed 
foreshadow the chamber cantata.118 When, in other coJiq>Gsitions of this 
period, the instrumental. ri tornello or "echo II e:f the vocal part 
separated the lines or stanzas, the diminutive cantata appeared., so 
that from th.e date of 1620, "cantatau stands for a. definite musical 
farm. 
The .Arie psieale of Girolamo Frescobal.di, famous Ital.ian organ-
ist (1583-1642), are typical. of the IllEl.Icy"- monodic compositions which. 
f'orm a borderline between the madrigal and the cantata.. The inter-
change ef' either str0:p}aic patterns er madrigal. techniques causes it to 
9 be ·"practical.ly im.POssible to discriminate between the twe species .. " 
These compositions ~ow a concern f'or vocal ease. The melodies move 
in a conjunct line. There is little text repetition. 
7~n Sebmitz, Gesehiehte der Weltlichen Solokantate, (Leipzig: 
:Sreitlmpf' und RhteJ., Reprint, 1955), p. 55. "In der Handschriften 
die Terminologie auch DC.r eingerma.ssen chronologisch genau. zu ver-
folgen ist nieht m8glioh.u 
~:f£er, .!r2.• cit., p .. 32. 
9
sohmitz, ~· ill·, P• 12. 
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In. summary. the 'beginnings of the cantata mu.st be searched. for in 
monodyo In the early :Baroque. the emer~ent cantata is sim.Ple and 
small in seale. It could be COllg?Osed of individual. songs (erie) of 
varied character" from the light and lively to a somber :pathetic mood9 
depending u:pon tla.e text, in which 1'lere used. all the familiar poetic 
fOl'DlSo Th.e style alternated between a brilliant and a sweet a.ml deli-
eate ex);lression whieh aimed at elegance and grace. Seldom was there 
deep feeling, the :preteasion. beiDg nothing more than a drawing-room 
piece. Final.ly, as in. the Milanu.zzi collection Qf 1624, we find this 
feeling for simPlicity sastained by a persistent establishment of key 
].G) 
feeling. In general, the original type of cantata has several 
stanzas, each With a different or varied melody, "hut often aver the 
same bass. 
:Benedetta Ferra:ri (1597-1681), one of the earliest composers of 
sole cantatas carried Roman develo!Jileats in monody to Venice.11 From 
his Roman training, Ferrari knew an established cantata form. of a 
type af recitative structure alternating with. n~etered songs. Examples 
of his warks show. in an examination of the aria sections. frequent 
ela.anges of rbl'thm9 and in the recitatives, a lapse uto arioso.12 In 
his operatic works. the Venetian, Francesco Cavalli (1002=1676) has 
10of. Renry huni~res, "~ Italian Cantata 0f the XVII Oentury,n 
in Ma.sic and Letters VII, (AprU, 1926), 45. 
11
.u:rred Loewenberg, "::Senedette Ferrari11 , in Vol. III, Grove's 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Fifth Edition. Edited by Eric 
:Blom. (Naw York: St. Marti:m.'s Press, 1954). :P• 70. 
12a:r .. in. Rugo Riemann, Xanta.ten-Fr6hling. (Leipzig: Siegel's 
Musikalienbandlung, n.d.) pp. 6G-66. 
13 Jn8llY sections wMch resemble this early cantata. form. 
Moving into the mid-Baroque period, Rome becomes the center of 
vocal chamber mu.sie activity.. As Florence had been oriented to 
9 
literature, Rome was musically oriented. "Rer composers eireumscribed 
the recitative and made melody the salient aharaoteristic."14 Luigi 
Rossi (1598-1653) is charged with developing the new Ugenre into the 
highest degree of plastic perfectian .. u15 Acclaimed as the first great 
master of the cantata, Rossi, in the second decade of the century 
entered the service of OardinaJ. :Sarberini, illustrious :Patron of ma.sic 
at the Oourt of lds Unele, Urban VIII. With the practicaJ. banishment 
of opera to secular centers, the acadeiiiY' established by :Sarberini 
flourished.. ItaJ.ian singers, mo.sic and composers "went forth to 
transplant the new form" tbroupout th.e Western werld... And "it mq be 
assumed that it was in this circle that the typical cantata form was 
evolved and afterwards developed.ulS 
The early works of Rossi shaw indecision between l,rio and narra-
t.ive expression. His cantata forms may be entirely in recitative, or, 
a series of arias. Cyclic canstruction, or the rondo-like return of 
an aria after intervening sections may be found.17 Rossi also used 
13sehmitz, ~· cit., pp. 96-9B. 
14:Edward J. Dent, "The Italian ChBmber Cantatas", in Mtlsical 
Antiq:n.ary II, (Ai>ril, 1911), 153. 
lfi_ ' 16 d 
-prnni.eres, 2:2• cit., p .. 121. Ibi • , ·p. 122. 
17 
Of .. , Dent, ~· ill, .. , as te use of refrain and cyclical devices. 
10 
the type of aria k:n.Gwn as "lament" • with the melody' of complaint con-
. 18 
structed over an ostina:t0catype cbromatic bass$ With the intro= 
duction of a tentative instrumental interlude, the length of the works 
were extended. so that by mid~eentvy, the cantata approaches its 
characteristic form, the alter.nation of sections of recitative with 
lyrical portions. 
The formal contributions of Giacomo Carissimi (1605=1674) to the 
cantata were of far-reaching significance. His teelmieal. advances may 
be S12JIIIDBrized in the following wey-: 
Delicate and subtle organizational features, 
- capacity tor larger melodic line, 
- grGwth of tla.e length of th.e aria over recitative section. 
= tendency to abandon strophic variation for sequence, 
New feeling for tenal. construction, 
- contrasting tonalities, 
- a definite scheme of modnlation, 
Linear ty:pe of eont inuo, 
= smooth transition from recitative to aria.l! 
:By the nature of some of the titles of his cantatas, Ca.rissimi has 
been termed aeademie, but this is not a complete picture. Cantatas 
With semi-religious texts (Suonera l'ultima tromba), "subject« can-
tatas which contained smaJ.l dramatic scenes (Mary Staart )20 , as well 
as moralistic cantatas (n eiarlatano )Zl are in b'G included in this 
-
18Frank Walker, "Luigi Rossitt, Grove's Dietiona.ry ..... Fifth edi-
tion. Vol. VII, P• 242. 
19 Scl:lmitz, ~· ill_ .. , P• 72 .. 
20o. Hubert Parry, ~ Masie of tlae Seventeenth. Oenturz9 Vol.. III 
of the Oxferd History of Music. (London: 1902), P• 155 for analysis. 
2lr.u1g1 Torehi, edit6r, L'Arte Musieal.e in Ital.ia (Milan, 1897-) 
ou.tpu.t. 
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The cantatas of Rossi and Oarissimi were designed to please the 
sophisticated elite of .Roman. aristocracy and ciergy. In this circle 
is developed a distinct and more standardized cantata for.m. ~e 
recitative and aria are clearly separated into alternating sections. 
Th.e bass f1lE.ction is more clearly defined. and the ~ shGrt melodic 
sections are differentiated by changes in meter.22 While still 
dependent upon opera and ~ratorio f&r leadership. the cantata of these 
two men 11 begins to find its ind.ivid-1 field of action_" and to have 
u embarked on a separa;t;e career.u23 
As a pupil of Carissimi. Mareantonio Oesti (16~1670) continued 
and developed the features he learned while il:t .Rome. :But the most 
outstanding facet of Oesti • s composi tion.s are the smooth. contours of 
an often sequentially patterned melody. In this, Oesti made a great 
contribution to "that melodic quality wlrlch. makes Italian music 
irresistible in its sensuous beauty.1124 The unfolding of the melody 
in a type which came to be known as 'Del eanto laad the effect of widen-
ing the distinction between recitative and. aria. Oesti carried the 
vocal. ideals of bel canto into his ensemble music~ Interest in the 
22vide the cantatas of Carissimi in Riemann • .!P.• cit •• Part n, 
PP• 3-16. 
23 Paul. Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York; W. w. 
Norto~ 1941), p. 349. 
24 1!.!.4.· ' p. 352. 
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beauty of the voice tended to stultify the harmony and restrict it to 
basic ch.erds, but this brought forth a true b.Gmoph.ony. giving the 
melo~ evea greater prQninenee. 
The importance of the :Bologna School of cantata composers and its 
tre.ining=gro"DD.d. :for :famous singers sucll as To si and :Bernaccb.i and the 
singing=master Pistoechi has been overshadowed by the research centered 
e.re'lllld the violin school. M. Oazza.tti (cl620=1677) 9 G. P. Colonna 
(1637=1695) • G. M. :Bononcini (1~=1678, :father of Giovanni B.lild A. M. 
:Bononcini), and J. A. Perti (1661-1756) are e. :few of the names of 
im;portant men associated with vocal. composition. :But :few vooaJ. works 
of these men are available in print. 
Giovanni Legrenzi (1626-1690), noted as an important contributor 
to instrumental forms as well as a teacher, made artistic advances in 
the development of the cantata form. Stronger harmonies, including 
the use of the third inversion of th.e seventh chord, and a moving 
eantilena lend his treatment of recitative and melo(lic phrase greater 
freedom. Oavering the gamat of farms fram strophic arias, arias con-
taining tempo changes, to the three~t da caPE> aria, Legrenzi's most 
individual. trait is tll.e sequential motiVic development of themes, 
wlaich is paralleled in his instrumental works. 
The works of AJ.essanc:lro Stradella (1642=1582) in this field lead 
us towards the "cla.ssictt conception of the cantata form Which enq>loys 
a pairing of two arias, often of contrasting mood, developed at .sOi!le 
' . 
length, each preceded by a recitative. Most of the known Strad.ella. 
cantatas are of varied. formal. di.visions, however, 'but the lfdevicelf 
13 
of stating the melodic phrase wh.ieh is associated with the text :first 
in the continuo as a lfmottolt beginni:ng is developed kere.25 A :further 
progressive element in Stradella' s works is the harmonic complexity in 
whieh the Neapolitan sixth and the diminished seventh chords appear. 
His contrapantal. use o:f an answer to the principal w.'bject at a. :fourth 
or :fifth shews an awareness of eontemporary practices .. 
!&e peak of the cantata literature is reached in the works of 
. Alessandro Scarlatti. (1660-1725) in this :form. More o:f a refiner tllan 
imwva.tor, Scarlatti 11 gathered up al.l that was best of the tangled 
materials produced by that age o:f tra.nsi tion and experiment, the 
seventeenth century,lf in order to make out of then Ita ma.sical la:n-
gaa.ge, vigorous and :flexible as Italian itself, wh.ieh. has 'been the 
foundation o:f all lll11sic of the elassieal period. •25 If it has been 
charged that Scarlatti was obliged te write his operas down to the 
taste e:f the :N'ea.politan court, it was in the cantata tb.a.t he :found an 
outlet for the truer expression of his genius. 
!J!he periphery 0f Scarlatti's travels is narrow, the periods of 




:Bukofzer, 21!.• cit., p. 246 .. 
2B__~ 
"J!la.w ard J. Dent, Alessandro 
Arnold, 1905), p. 201. 
2 7Ibid. 9 Table of Can tents., 
- 1660 - 1684 
- 1684 ... 1702 
Scarlatti: His Life and Warks (London: 
28 Florence, Rome, Venice 
· Urbino28. ll'Si)les 
Rome, Naples 
- 1702 ... 1709 
- 1709 - 1718 
~ 1718 - 1725 
~ringing together those periods of artistic similarit~. Sdhmitz 
divides the cantata compositions into the following groups: 
1688- 1703 
1703 - 1708 
1709- 1725 
~outa and earliest cantatas 
cantatas Qf th.e Roman peried 
the final cantatas 




W se all monodic farms 
- ~ias in l>b.ary farms 
- arias with two sta.nzas (j,tropnio] 
Maladies are aJllurard., angular and short-phrased 
- harmonically limited, key center unclear 
-bass and voice in imitation 
- works extended by exact repeti tioa 
- mau use astinato or pol.y:phenic texture 
Recitative~ disa»ate into arioso 
Number of sections h-regtl.lar 
- may repeat one of the earl:y arias 
Raman periGd -
Individual style anerges 
Under stands sl.l cantata forms 
- rejects arias on ostfnato bass 
- rejects arias in binary for.ms 
- rejects arias in a series of contrasting movements 
repeated in a second stanza 
!l'he da ~ aria. is the rule 
- use of the lld.evicen or llnwtto" begilming 
!hematic development of the malo~ 
- bass more sa.bord.ina.ted. 
Repetition of the wards becGmes stru.aturally- important 
Length. Gf the aria sections and total work grows 
!hcludes aperas written for performance in these cities. 
Although it was cu.stomary for the composer to prepare his own works, 
proof is lacking of Scarlatti's actual travels ta these points. 
The final. cant,atas = 
Greater sense of pathos 
- intensity af expression 
Melody more varied 
- :mildly contrasting ideas in both sections of the da ~ 
- incisive rbl'thms in the arias 
!l!ak:es pleasure in problems 
- shows strakes of boldness and daring 
- experimental. exchange with Gasparini 
Firmer feeling for diatanic tonality 
- greater use of chords af the seventh. both dominant and 
diminished . 
- greater iJ.se ef chords with. the ~nted. fifth and 
Weapel.i tan sixth 
15 
- interior stra.oture now organized on. wider mod.'\llatery pl.an 
-larger movements now ]lO:eaU.le 
Some use of ariosa again, tQ balance parland0 29 String obbligato instruments treated as equ.al.s with voice. 
As ha.s been written of the young J. s. :Ba.eh, lthe feund himsel.f by 
imitating others, u so we fiild similar traits in the young Alessandre 
Scarlatti: llteehnicaJ. immaturity, overlong, vaga.e ••• in formal. eon-
stru.ction, rand] uncertain in [his] harmonic and polyphonic texture.nOO 
Scarlatti's artistic herit~e comes from his direct predecessors, 
Legrenzi, Stradella and Oarissimi. Only in the mature works does 
Scarlatti arrive at an individuality af style. 
In a more detailed description. of this maW:re style, a ba.ck:gre'IUld 
for the st~ of the klltl.sie contained in this deeument mq be found: 
29 Condensed. from Schmitz, !J?.• cit., pp. 146-155. 
30Xarl. Geiri:ilger, Masic of the :Bach Family (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1954), p. 204. 
!!!he Reei tative -
Important words are meaningfully stressed 
- by brief' eolerata.ras 
... by rqtbmic pauses er rests 
- by seqaential repetition 
- by word-tone paint~l 
Has ma.sical. solidity thro'tlgh. well-chosen ha.rmGJ.W 
- using :free modul.atory schemes 
- se:nsitively 
- with understanding of' the poetic line 
- as disso:nanee heightens an accented word. 
Is :free of set fo1'BlU.las 
- lt:fal.ling :reurth" used with discretion _ 
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-
11 f'al.ling feurth" used primarily :fer declamatory purposes. 
In strementa.to style 
- u.ni te s three :factors 
(l) laCk of :form [!.e., sectional repetitio~ 
(2) verbal. clarity of secco recitative 
(3) _ semi=lyrieism of' the arioso. 
- is set within an expressive and complimentary 
instrumental. framework .. 
!l.'h.e Ario so ... 
In early works 
- used Without regard to the text 
N'ow 
- used only when text becomes lyric 
-used when arioso style ww bring out a particular point. 
"The closed so.Dg-farms and thematically flow:ftDg bassa continuo 
characterize these ariosos whose irregular barring are contrasted 
with the strict regalarity of the bars of reeitat1ve.n32 
3lof'. , the long leap on lontananza, the coloratura on mormari 
(lfmarmurs" ), and~ ("waves"). i:n AP!)endix o. 
32 Sebmi t~, 2:12.• cit., p. 150. "Gesehlosse:ne Melodieftlhru.ng 'W1d 
thematisehe bewegter Oonttnao sind naCh wie vor die Xenn~eichen dieses 
Ariosos. das sieh auch manehmal dureh ungerade !!!a.ktart vom stets 
geradetaktigen Rezitativ abhebt.n 
The Aria -
The three-part da capo most :frequent 
-has widely diverse arrangements 
The da eapo not mechanically stereotyped 
- changes are made within individual sections 
- contain a mare intimate quality in cantata. use 
-repetition of first section ~be eat shart 
- varied 11 mottoll and "device" begimlings33~ 
- has al.lowance :for use of improvised ornamentation. 
Considerable refinement of "motto" beginning 
- has poetic and artistic justification 
... expresses and sets basic tt a:f':fection"34 
- !l'la\1 be in a contrasting tempo er meleey to body ef aria .. 
:Has nobleness and distinction in the "speech-tone" 
- word repetition. used :for extension e:f mood and forms. 
The Oontina.0 -
Uses idea of strictly logical motivic development 
- in modern coneept of It thematic censtra.gtionlf 
.... seldem in archaic, 'tUlV&ryi:ng ostinato. 5 
!l!he Form .,. 
. 36 Standard patterns of .A;aA and ltARA are typical.· · 
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"Many {2:f the late; cantata!} are written (on] some interesting pra-
b1em. of :form or harmoiJT, a:ad all require an alert and sympathetic 
listener to fully appreciate their severely intellectual beantyfl, writes 
33
o:f. • Willi qel, :Harvard l)ictiena.ry ef Music (Cambridge, :Mass.; 
:Harvard University Press, 1946), p .. · 206. "Dev'isen-.Arie: :a:. Riemmm•s 
term. :for a da cape aria with a preliminary' announcement of the initial. 
subject." 
34 Of., Lang, ~· cit., "Affections", a "rendering and. translating 
inte masic the temper. disposition or :frame of mind, passions, and 
mental. reactions characteristic. of man. 11 
35
scbmitz, ~· cit., P• 152. llDie Gesamtf\!mrang des Continuo 
gibt sich zwar ll8chst selten aJ.s eigentlieher Ostinato, aber &ch fast 
stets in strang logischer motivischer .Eatwieklung, ga.uz 1m Sinne des 
modernen Begrifis der "thematischen .Arbeit." 
36r .. .!.•, where IIAif stands :for .Aria., "R" :for Recitative .. 
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Dent. Scarlatti attempts "less to make a thi:og perfectly beautiful ••• 
than. to use the most intelleetu.aJ. form at his disposal to sketch the 
shadowy outlines of (Profound] ideas. 1137 
An important aspect o£ Scarlatti's developing sense o£ diatonic 
tonaJ.ity is £ou:nd in the ~rmonic characteristics o£ his thematic con-
struction, the details o£ which are covered in Chapters IV and V. An 
outline of these relationships,. however, may l>e o£fered here; A :f'ull 
statement of an aria II theme" will have a "tonic section If, fallowed by 
a "dominant seotionn. After a brief ret11rn to the tanio, the entire 
harm0nic mation o£ the eom_position is concerned with a modulation, 
either to the dominant,. or the relative major/minor tonality. .And 
this complete action all takes place within the statement of the 
theme. Further, the combination of sections one and two [ abovSJ of 
the theme will often have a down-beat, antecedent quality, While the 
medulatin.g seetion has an 1:1;p-beat or consequent nature.. There are no 
clearer indications of Pre~Classic trends than these harmonic and 
thematic considerations. 
The contributions which Scarlatti made to influence the Classical. 
period are S1.1lllll1Brized b:r another writer. 
Scarlatti [in his later works] l.aid the £oundatiGn of the 
Viennese classical styl.e in the polish. sensu.ousness, expressive 
range, rh1'thmic .precision, and i.m:peocable phrasing of his melo-
dies, in the motivic development of his arias, .in his clear but 
colourful. chromatic harmony, aud in the variety of his texture.aa 
37 Dent~ Alessandro Scarlatti, His Life ••• p. 191 
3Snarmon and Milner, £12.• ill·• p. 216. 
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A thought-prc:>voking suggestion has been mac!le to nominate Scarlatti the 
"father of classical mo.sien~39 :Bat the seriousness and dignity of his 
style, the _passion and pathos of his mo.sic caused him te be out of 
date in his oWJl lifetime. 
It is a common contention that "every composer of Italiat~. opera 
40 derived his style from that of Alessandro Scarlatti" • and ;vet, the 
"ideal form of elunnber mu.sic, the cantata, died with Scarlatti., n41 
'l!osi, the celebrated singer and unique Writer on vocal style, laments 
the decline, in his time, of both the knowledge ef cantata construc-
tion and of the sensibilities, or "good taste." "Gentlemen Masters! 
Ital;v hears no more such exquisite voices a.s in times past.. :But ••• the 
theatrical. license is great ••• and the ~ pleases.n42 Marcello, the 
Venetian nobleman and amateur compose~, bases his deeply-f'elt satire 
on the over-indulgences granted the virtuosi. 43 And in the chamber, 
interest turns to instramental. forms. 
The final quarter cent'tll"y (17Q0-1725) in 1fb.ich the cantata 
remained as an i:uportant fGrm of ohamber ma.sic was eb&.-acterized by a. 
39 
Dent, Alessandre Scarlatti, His Life ••• (!l!,. cit.) p. 191. 
40 Harmon and Milner, !!!• cit., p. 219 .. 
41Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti ••• (Q.E. cit.) P• 204. 
42 Pier Francesco 'l!osi, Ophioni de' cantor! antiahi !.. modern! ••• 
(:Bolsgna.: 1723). English trans. John Galliard, Observations ~ the 
Flsrid ~ (Londen: 1742; reprint, 1905), p.. 105. 
43:aenedetto Marcelle, 'l!eatrs alla mods. (Venice: 1720). 
marked turn to compositions which required greater voeaJ. display and 
which contained less of the mood of pathos. As the virtuoso singer 
gained a.scendency, the formal. and expressive factors of the cantata 
declined~ In these cross-currents ef cantata disintegration we find 
a number ef ItaJ.ian mn.sicians carrying the form te other countries • 
.Antonio OaJ.dara (1670-1736), a Venetian mn.sieian trained under 
Legrenzi, visited and worked in Rome, Milan, :Bologna, Mantua., and 
Madrid before settling (in 1'116) in Vienna. The ten cantatas printed 
in the De:nk:m!ler series show a. composer With fuJ.l. knowledge of a.nd 
a.bili ty in tll.e styles of his times. 44 While Va.ey'i.Bg the formal. struc-
ture from a concise ARA te the complex RARARA; Oaldara. uses the d.& 
capo aria form, primarll,-, With seeeo recitative. True imitation of 
the voice part by the centiriuo shows Oal.da.ra..'s eontrapanta:L sol&dity. 
Scbmi tz suggests that the tone e:f the Viennese s,.mphenists may have 
come from his motivie construction, and that the sequential structure 
of his themes leads to the style of J ~ s .. Baeh. 45 In the works o:f 
.Antonio Lotti (1667-1740) as well, we find lD8l1y singnl.ar and orj,ginal 
features of individuality combined with a personal style of fervor and 
Giovanni :Bononcini (1670-1747), Who had. studied under Colonna of 
the :Bo:J_ogna school, was temporarily in Vienna., :Ber~in, ]jondon, Paris 
and Lisbon. A prolUic and :popular compo se'r o:f facile melodies, 
4Axarl. Geiringer, editor, .Antonio Oal~ra, Xammermu.sik fu 
Gesang, Vol.. 39, Deilk:maler der Tonlomst in 'sterreich. 
4Sscbmitz, QE.• cit., p. 116. 
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:Bononeini found celebrity With his perfectly balanced :phrases of a. 
cantabile character. Sequential repetiti<>ns. or even exact repetition 
of short phrases cau.ses :Bononcini' s music to border on the tiresome 
and insipid when brought to l.ight for re-examination.. Also of i.m.pGr-
tance here is the use of melodic material which stems frem instru-
mental praetice: the rapid a.J.ternating leaps :from one pitch to another 
in qaiCk, centinuous succession, as from two different strings of the 
violin. Vecal music attempts to compete with the growing interest in 
instruments. 
This quarter century" was alse a period in wbieh composers of 
other countries travelled to Italy to learn the Italian techniques 
at first hand., One of the m0st important <>f these travellers is G. 
F. Handel (1685=1759) Whose one hundred cantatas take those of 
46 Alessandro Scarlatti as a. starting point. Handel enlarges the 
dimensions and deepens the affective power of these chamber vocal 
workso Same of his most d.Uficul.t arias, musically and technically', 
are to be found in these cantatas. Among other German musicians who 
studied in Italy are J<>hazm Heinichen. Georg Mu:ffat, and J .. J. Q;u,antz • 
.Another, who studied With Scarlatti, is J. A· Hasse.. These men were 
important for taking the cantata to German centers and gra:fting the 
cantabile Ital.ian style onte the solid harmonic foundatiolls of central. 
46L F. Friedrich Ohrysander, editor. The Works of George 




Elements of the imminent decline of t~ cantata form may be feand 
in the works o:f twa leadi11g cempesers o:f the later VenetiBn scboel, 
Vivaldi and Marcello. Antonia Vivaldi (1669-1741).- with twea.ty-fo'\lr 
secular eantatas. about forty operas and considerable vocal. mo.sic 
written for the elmrch, is not considered primarily as a writer of 
vecaJ. melody. One of the reasens for this is the excess of pedantic 
celaratura which Vivaldi laid onto his vecal themes which are con-
structed mo.eh as in the instrumental works .. 
The tn.e leadership in vocal mo.sic of this period centered in 
Naples. The reasens for this are due in part to the impertant work 
of Alessandro Searlatti there, to the courtly support of the art, to 
the glittering social life which demanded new and popular works, and, 
not least of all, to the l!feapeli tan orphanages in. which a nwnber of 
the most im;partaat eastrato singers and opera composers were trained. 
In the first greup of Neapolitan compasers to follow Scarlatti, we 
find Leo, Vinci• d'Astorga and Porpora. 
The works of Leonarda Leo (169~1744) and. Leonardo Vinci (1690-
1730) come te us is some con:fusien, as they lJ1BV" be signed simply, 
u Signer Leona:-do" .. 47' 48 In his cantatas, Vinci preved. to 'be a eem-
poser ef elegant, facile melodies Which, even in the mere serious 
47xarl GeiriDger, editor, "Eine ~lrortstagskantate von P. 
Metastasio "Wl.d L .. Leo" in Zeitschrift :rlh- Musik. 1927. 
48 Karl Geiringer, editor, "Eine Gehartstagslmntate von P. 
Metastasio und L. Vinci" in .Archiv f-h Musik.wissensehaft, Vo1. 9, 1926. 
sections. carry a vein o£ cheerfa:l.nesso As with. Leo. there are some 
retrospective £eatures such as the use o£ ariose. In the cantatas o£ 
Leo there may be found the "Venetian lament" in 3/2 meter and the 
o stinato bass. Nearly all the known cantatas of Leo are accompanied 
by strings. 
:Emanuele d 1Astorga (l680-cl757) was a Spanish nobleman born in 
Sicily and an amateur masician traiied in Naples. Nevertheless. he 
writes virtuoso cantatas With a great beauty- of melody. In his aver-
all style, there is a character o£ distinction and snperiority- co~ 
bined with careful contrapnntal voioe-leadingo AJ.thougb. his arioso-
like recitative blvs the individual sections of his cantatas, like 
.Marcello, d'Astorga continues the B'llrvival. of past traditions. 
As a lesser master in the field of cantata composition, Nicolo 
Parpora (1686-1766) was a vocal teacher of the first magnitude.. Under 
his tutilege, the great eastrati of the late :Baroque made their 
triumpks. The lyric and extremely- intricate melody of this campo ser 
was deeply involved with ornamental detail. It is 'Ullder the burden o£ 
these panegyrics tbat the cantata lost its wide £allowing and popular 
usage.. Continued only as a vehicle for virtuoso displey, this type of 
cantata saon overtaxed the abilities of the amateur musician in the 
home who now, U since the violin had learned, at the hands of Carelli 
and Tarelli, to singR49 • turned to the instrumental forms af chamber 
music. 
49Dent, It The ItaJ.ian Chamber Cantata'* ~· .ill•, p. 195. 
The final important contributors to the Italian solo cantata were 
also Neapolitans. G~ :B. Pergolesi (1710-36) is known for his fresh 
-
mel odie style and his expressive largo se His cantatas With fu.ll 
string accompaniment show a development in the instrumental technique 
as well as a fuller ineursion of the instrumental style on. the cantat~ 
The continued use of this develo]ID.en.t, however, made the form too 
theatrical f'or the chamber. N'iecolo Jomelli (1714-1774) brings this 
development to a peak with cantatas written for solo voiee and orches-
tra, thus signaling the end of' the cantata as a chamber music form. 
The hey-day o:f the cantata is over as the voice maintains its place 
only in the opera and oratorio of' the Classic period. :But the 
intmate voeal composition for home consumption must Wait for the 
CHAPTER III 
PERFO:RM.ANOE P.RAXI S 
bosTeN UNIVERSITY 
liNE AND AI"Pt.tEO ARTS UBRARY 
!l!he student of :Baroque vocaJ. li tera.t11re nm.st make a thorough 
stud;r of five important factors of performance not readily available 
in the average studio, indeed, concepts which are not y-et clearly-
understoed. by- mu.sic historians. The vocalist must aoqa.a.int himself 
with. 
the bel canto style of the seventeenth century 
improvised vocal ornamentation 
the accom~ing forces 
the background Gf the text 
"Good !l!astett. 
Theoretical treatises on these subjects by Italian writers of the 
Baroque period are all too scarce. Only with the advent Gf the colJto'> 
prehensive works of W. F. Marpa.rg (1750). J,. J. Q.uantz (1752), L. 
Mozart (1756), and K. P. E. Bach (1759) dG we have a:n.y thorough 
coverage of a:rr:r of these items.. The disadvantages of consa.lting this 
predominantly German group of writers is the latel'less in. date of the 
writings, the "foreign" approach, and_ the primary concern w1 th instru-
mental ma.sie. 
~e one treatise which stands ~lone on the su.bjeet of vocal pea.a... 
gog and vocal style of the middle and late :Baroque is the OPinioni 
de• cantori, :Bologna, 1723, of P .. F. Tosi (1647-1732) who was himself 
a famed castrate singer andmusico. (Uteacher.n) Not until the 
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appearance o:f G. Mancini's Pensieri .! ri:f'lessioni pratiehe sopra il 
canta figurate. Vienna, 1774, do we have another work of a.rq conq>ar-
able significance devoted principly to vocal problems. The outstand-
ing merit o:f Tosi' s volume, aside :from the unique value o:f the date of 
its publication in relation to ~e works of Alessandro Scarlatti. is 
the Wide coverage given to matters of ornamentation, pronunciation, 
accompaniment and taste. Every written page gives evidence of the 
depth and insight which Tosi gained from his ex:perience in and under-
standing o:f the vocal profession. 
THE :Bl!IU CAE!I?O STYLE 
In deseribing the new coneept o£ melodic and h.&-monie interplay 
in monody• ::81:1ka:fzer suggests that the bel canto style was If one of the 
most significant contributions to the styl.istie development o:f' :Baroque 
1 
Drl1sielf. The vo~ qualities which monody had evolved were the 
simplicity and restraint of its melodies' lilting flow. performed with 
a sensa.ous beauty of tonee Lang aptly compares this to the lfvisa.al 
opulence of' marble. gold, ebo:cy and brocade of' the :Baroque interior.n2 
The bel canto style was lllQre highly polished and smoothly flowing in 
contrast to the ostentatiously affective early recitative, and could 
onl.y be achieved by a new understanding of' the capabilities of the 
htunall. voice. The standard was reached in the works of' Cavalli and 
Cesti in which the passionate delivery of' the ma.sie of pathos demanded 
~of'zer • !P..• ill.•, p. 118. 
more of the voice than the light and graceful but impersonal. tone of 
the maarigal.. 
To re-create the vocal. art of another day, we are confronted with 
almost insa.perable obstacles. Not only in the lack of clearly 
deseriptive written material, but the lack Gf a continuous oral. 
traclition, even to a mare recent time, complicates 1ihe problem.. lf:J;3el 
Canto" methods .are rampant in our studios, but a serieus, historic& 
stuey- of the bel canto style of the seventeenth centu.ey mq lead to 
some reconsiderations, particularly With regard t0 the difference 
between the Verdian l;yTico-spinto and the agile Scarlattian bel 
can.tist. 
!!.'he descriptio:a of the vocal. prowess ef the castrato Farinelli 
given us by Mancini contains a .most exemplary list of objectives fer 
the bel canto singer te emalate: 
!!.'he qual.ities in which he excelled. were 
the evenness of his voice, 
the art ef swelling its sound, 
the portamento, 
the un.;,on of the registers, 
a surprising agility, 
a grace£ul and pathetic style, 3 and a shake trill as admirable as it was rare. 
!l?he wri tar-singer goes on to say": "His voice was th(i)Ugb.t a marvel, 
becaase it was so perfect, so pawerful, so s&nerous, and so rieh in 
3 Julian Marshall, "Farinelli, 11 in Grove's Dictionary •• ·~· ill•, 
Fifth edition. Vol. III, P• 25. 
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its extent, both in the high and l.ow parts of the register". 4 
In further del.imitation of the sound of bel canto, a number of 
statements :may be cited as to "What it is not. It does not have the 
defects ef "singing through ~he Nose" or of "singing in the throatll. 5 
Rather, it should be llopen and free". It shoUld not be llchoaked in 
6 
the throat".. And Mancini. suggests that this might be caused by- a 
tightening of the It fauces," the region at the back of the tongne and. 
the soft palate. 7 The tone should not have the shrillness of a trum-
pet, nor be "trembling" nor "fl.uttring. n8 :Rather, it shoul.d be wel.l 
produced, as we say, llfrom the diaphragm. n !!'he t0ne sh.G>uld not be a. 
":Barking or a whisper11 , nor come "through the teeth. 11 One shoul.d not 
sing "as if _laughing, or crying, speaking, or hissi.llg". One sruul not 
"Hal.l.ow, bellow, or perpetu.al.ly chant. n One shaJ.l not use "coarse 
starting a of the voice", the glottis stroke. 9 
.Another instructor requires that we hold the position of the 
mouth as in a. smile, use diaphragm support "to hold the breath backfl, 
and have a. "quiet", !•!.•• flexible tongae.l0 But if we come to a 
more settled definitian ef requirements. we must not overlook the fact 
4Ibid. 
6Ibid., p. 27. 
7 Giambattista Mancini, Pensieri !. riflessioni pratiohe sapra il 
canto figurate (Vienna: l 774), trans. by }>ietro :Bu.zzi (Boston: Gorham 
Press. 1912). 
8 Tosi, ~· cit., p. 27. 9 Ibid., p. 163. 
10Mancini, .21!.• cit., p. 120. 
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that individual. qualities and strengths were equ.aJ.ly allowed for and 
admired. While some voices were counted to be "sweet and harmonious" • 
others had lfclearnessll even to the point of a II granite qu.ality." The 
tenor and bass voices mu.st be "robust and sonorousn.ll But one 
commentator felt that the llfeigned basses (of] the Italians ••• have 
12 
neither depth nor strength". !l'his indication could lead to the 
supposition that Italian voices of the time were exercised more in the 
8 hea.d" th.all in the "chest" register. 
The castrato singers were known to have firm and piercing voices .. 
:But the same contemporary commentator, B.aga.enet campares the voices of 
French w0men singers w.ith. them • He declares the women's voices to be 
as soft and agreeable as ~e those of their castrati. but then 
they are far from being either so strong or livel.y. No man or 
woman in the worl.d can boast of a voice like theirs; they are 
clear, they are moving, and affect the soul itself'. 13 
From the preceeding sources, a nu.niber of subsidiary, bu.t positive 
values to aid in the production of the bel canto tone are here 
summarized: 
!l!ake the high notes softly. 
Avoid screaming. 
Let the voice come forth neat and clear. 
Use distinct [pare] vowels. 
"Lingua Toscana in bocoa B.oll18lla.'1 
Rave velocity of motion. fa.gility and flexibility] 
11Ibid., P• 60. 
1~ancois B.agu.enet, Parallel.e des Italians ll des Francais, 
trans. attr. to Gal.liard, in Oliver Strunk, Source lieadings in Music 
Histo;r (New York: W. W. Norton, 1950), p.475. --
13 D!i•, P• 483. 
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Let the tone be clear, strong and lively. 
!!!be tone mnst be as strong as it is soft [n Q.uaJ.ity.J 
One difficult question of the bel canto tone is the admissability 
of the vibrato. ~e direct or im:plied mention of vibrato in the voice 
is singQJ.arly lacking in the literature of the titnes. With instru-
mentalists of this :period. the vibrato was considered an ornament. 
Even as late as 1770, Tartini writes, concerning the vibrato: 11 this 
kind of ornament is by its nature better suited to instruments than 
to the voice. Sometimes; when it occurs in a lmman voice, it is due 
to t)e nature of that voice" .14 Wherever uesed, however, the vibrato 
lfbenefi t s the tone and the caatabilen.15 !!!he efi' ect is :particularly 
commended for use on long note$. John Playford gives an explanation 
of the lfclose shakenl6 which Dolm.etsch believes is the vibrato 
proper, since only lla slight variation in :pitch is intendedn.17 But 
again, this is given for use on a viol or violin. Oan it be that the 
instrument ilni tates what is natural to the voice? For an experienced 
singer, no written exr>lanation of the vibrato would be needed. 
l~iuse:p:pe Tartini, 11A Treatise on Ornamentation", trans. Sol 
:Babitz, ~e Journal. of Research~ Music Education, Vol.. 4, No. 2, 85. 
l.5Ibid. 
16John Playfordt Introduction tG ~ Skill of Mu.sic (London: 
Second Edition, 1685). 
17 
.Arnold Dolmetsch, The Interpretation of the Musie of the XVIIth 
and the .XVIIIth Centuies~LondDn: Novello, "EWer and Oompany-, Revised 
Edition, 1946), p. 202. 
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The Italian sources on vocal pedagogy are to be read as refer-
ences to the castrato voice.18 Judging from tb& natural sound of the 
.. 
boyt s voice, one wo'lll.d not expect a great deal o:f vibrato in the cas-
trato voice. The great English choir master o:f the past century, John 
Ourwen, makes no mention of vibrato in his book on the training o£ the 
boy•s voice.l9 But the vibrato-like "ornament" used on instrmnents 
lends strength to a conjecture that these instrcments were im1 tating 
somethizlg already present in nature, nazuely, the vibrato in the h"WD.an 
voice. With this background, and :for the reason that the vibrato is 
considered to add sonority and op'lll.ence to ~ tone, 20 the vibrato 
co'lll.d be admitted into the qa.ali:fications :for the lfper:fect" bel canto 
tone. 
VOOAL O~JmiON 
.As has been state~ the German theorists and writers on mc.sic 
were both numerous and thorough in their coverage o:f instrwnental 
per:forma.l!lee praxes. The Italians, who were at the source o:f these 
practices, not only wrete :fewer thecretical. treati1:1es, ba.t were less 
explicit~ :for theirs was an oral tradition• passed :from one generation. 
to the next by rote. Only lt:foreign.ers" found it necessary to write 
18 Tosi, !E• ~·· Table of Contents: Oh. I: "Observations :for One 
who teaches a Soprano.tt {]?he non endillg in Italian is maseul.ine gender~ 
19John Ourwen, ~ Boy's Voice (London: Ou.rwen, 1885). 
20w'illiam T. Bartholomew, ~ Acoustics ~ Mu.sic (Engleweod 
Olif:fs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1942), pp. 23-24. 
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down these practices in ornamentation. Methods ef reading ma.sic at 
sight coul.d be easily written down,21 but the secrets of the trade -
tone prod.uctien, style and methods of ornamentation -were bald in a 
tight grip of monopolistic craftsmanship, the seerets whereby the 
voice teacher was able to preserve his income. 
Paradoxically • then, while the Italian style of perfonnance was 
more elaborate and expressively- colored than that of the other 
nations, their music had little or no indication of ornamentation.22 
Several reasons mq be predicated for this state of affairs: 
an inherent spontani.ety- of verbal/vocaJ. expression, 
a delight in creative impravisation, 
the influence of an oral trad.i ticm, 
coupled with tightly- held trade secrets, 
the lengtley' and rigorous musical. training. 
In writing o:f the preductions of the Oomrned.ia dell' Arte players 
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Italy, Sheldon Oheney 
tells us: 
The scenario which was provided by the head. of the company--
. he was prebably- the Uautbcr11 too-for the actors• guidance in 
the larger outlines o:r the performanee, incl1Jded not a line of 
dialoga.e: oill:r directions for the movements, and lists of the 
tt si tuationsn.23 
22 Johann Joachim Q;a.antz, Versueh einer ••• Fl8te traversiere ~ 
spiel en (1752), portions trans. by- Strunk, !B• ill• 
23Sheldon Cheney, !he Theatre, Three Thousand Years o:f Drama, 
Acting, !!!!£. Stap;ecratt (NeW York: Tudor Pablishing ~m_pany, 1929), p. 
232. 
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Such was the versatility. loquatiousness and quick wit needed by the 
actor in order to hold the interest of the public in these inq>rovis~ 
works for the stage. 
The autobiography of :Benveno.to Cellini (1500-1571) is partieu-
larly revealing of the jealously guarded. secrets which the master 
cfa:f'tsnan. passed on to his apprentices by slowest degrees.24 In 
the follewing quotatian. by an English writer. we see that similar 
conditiens generaJ.ly prevailed: 
To have skill in mu.sic was aJ.ways reelooned a genteel accomplish-
ment. This shews a greater Command of the Voice. and therefore 
cannot be lea.rntd by an ordinary Oapacity, nor indeed by any 
without the Help af a Jia.ster .. 25 
A further indication ef the oral tradition· is cited fram Plq:t'orci: 
"the most surest and ready wq [of attaining the tril~ is by imita-
tion of those Who are perfect in the sameU26 
The prafessional singer was so.bjected early in life to the disci-
pline of a rigorous and complete xnu.siee.l education. Qne which was 
largely based on oral tradi tien. This thorcmgb. and full-seale training 
of the Italian singer is important enough to be listed. here. For 
those who would be seriously interested in the means whereby the gr-eat 
voices of the :Saroqo.e bel canto were achieved. let them follow this 
24.Ben.'Venuta Oellini. The Autobiography of :Benvenuto Oellini Trans. 
John .A. Symonds (New York: The Modern Library. n. d.) 
25 A. :Bedford. The Great Abuse of Music (Lo:m.don: 1711) • p. 135. 
26pl~ord, ~· .2!!• • p. 24. 
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regimen, noted by G. A. J3ol!ltellq)i (1624-1705) in his Nova quatuor !.2£1-
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According to the same source, after the periods of exercise, the 
student was encoaraged to pa.rsu.e other aetivi ties centering around 
music, su.ch as real.izing figured basses at the keyboard, COlii.POSing, or 
listening te famous singers.. !!!his trailling continc.ed for a minimmn ·of 
eight years, at which time the singer was expected, as a Well-rou.ded 
musician, to be able to cope with the mnsieal. demands of the day. 
Raguenet was inq>ressed with the sight of If children ••• not above fourteen 
or fifteen ••• play the bass or treble admirably well in symphonies they 
never saw before." Their training was sueh tbat "these striplings 
with a side look take off the most difficult pieces at first sigb.tn.28 
When perf'ormillg Italian masic of the :Barequ.e period in a style 
consistent with the times, it is obligatory upon the performer to a.dd 
notes which are not in the score.. !l!osi Writes of the manner in which 
27Quoted in ::B'akofzer, .QI!• eit., 
2l:aagnenet, !:Q_o Cit., P• 486. 
p. 407. 
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the three parts of a da capo aria must be performed: 
In the first they require nething bat the simplest Ornaments, 
of a geod Taste and few, that the composition~ remain simple, 
plain, and pure; in the second they expect, that to this Parity 
same art:fuJ. Graces be added, by which the Judicious ~hear, 
that the Ability of the Singer is greater; and in repeating the 
Air, he that does not vary 1 t for the better • is no great 
Master.29 
A more detailed consideratio:a ef the ornamentation to which the vocal.-
ist is obligated will l>e given in a short summar;y of the types of 
el>ellisbme:ats, rules for their application, and examples of "written 
in.U ornamentation. 
'l!he three major types of embellishments of a given melocw are the 
appoggiatura, the trill, and "divisions". The appoggiatura is well 
described l>y Galliard as na note added by the Sillger for the arriving 
more gracefully to the followillg llote11 .. 30 In. To si' s time this add.ed 
note coul.d l>e either a Whole or a halt step above or below the princi-
pal note, or it could be a larger interval. Onl.y excepted were the 
"deceitful" intervals, the augmented and diminished, and the chro-
matically raised or lowered hAlf step.. This last mentioned, however, 
could be circumvented. by rising a Whole step above the first tone and. 
then fal.ling to the chromatically raised half step.. or. one might· 
carry out this chromatic raising of the tone through the employment of 
a rising glissando. The appoggiatura was so easy to learn that 
30 Ibid., p. 31. f.n. 
by the Time [the student] is come ou.t of his first Lessons, he 
will laugh at those Composers that mark them, with a Design 
either to be thought Moaern, or to shew that they understand the 
Art of Sin.ging better tlwt the Singers. If they ~he composeri\ 
have this Superiority over them, wily d0 they not write down even 
the Graces, which are more 4ifficult, and more essential than the 
Appoggiatura•st31 
Much more diff'ieult to teach, according to Tosi, is the trill. 
It was also felt that "Nature imparts the Shake to fewtt; and the des-
cription of it, picturesquely, was "!he violent Motion of two neigb.-
32 bo1!ll'ing Sounds". The eight species of trllls included the half-
tone, the whole-tone, and the ascellding and descending trills.. A 
slwrt trill and a slow trUl are included.. Finally, there is the re-
doubled trill, which miXes the whole and half tones, and. the "Trillo-
Mordentell, which is a trill with a turn at the end. The mixing of the 
different trills and the rising or descending trills are only for 
those singers profficient in this technique., Trills mey- be S'1lng 
rapidly er slowl;r, or mey begin slowly 8l:l.d. spp_i'd up. A variety of 
trills is needed. however, since each finaJ. cadence in an aria mu.st 
have a distinctive trill. 
Conversely-, the defects of the trill are numerous. Tosi's 
catalog of unfavorable types included~ 
31Tosi. ~· ill·• pp. 38...39. 
32IbiCI. .. , PP• 4l. and 43. 
a long held trill -which "triumph'd formerly" 
t'hose of uneven motion - gives •disgast" 
like the 1tQ.uiver1ng of a Goat" - llmakes us laugb.lt 
trills in the throat 
trills of a tone and a third - It disagreeable" 
a slow trill - is "tiresome"· 
a trill which is out of tune - is 11hideous" 
37 
The "Di-visions" are termed elsewhere "Passages". or "Graceslt. The 
modern term for them might be passing tones or melisma.s. Tosi makes a 
clear distinction only between the lfmarked", or detached. and the 
If gliding" • or slurred divisions. Tosi shoWs a preference for the 
regular. sequantiaJ.ly built di-visions of which we find a general. 
abundance in Randel. These must be done ~n a mixture of forte and 
piano an~ may ha.-ve :fast trills added to them. Finally, there is the 
long. glissando-like portamento running the distance of an octave or 
more very quickly which GaJ.liard translates as a "Dra.gglt. 
Like aJ.l embellisbments, divisions ap:ply c:>nly to their effect on 
the implied h.armo~es of the bass.. When other accompanying instruments 
are used., the singer must then be attentive to their movement also. 
The qualities required of diVisions are that they be in tune, marked, 
equal. distinct .• and quick.. They mast be properly introduced and not 
too frequently repeated.. They mu.st be done in exact time, but are not 
to be used during syncopations, .nor in the siciliana style, aJ. though 
n Glidingsn and "Draggsn may' be used to good effect here. 
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lfHE AGCOMPANYING FORCES 
"The most complete aeoom_paniment to a solo, to w'hioh nobod7 can 
take exception, is a keyboard instrument in cenjunetion With the 
violineello.tt33 This opinion of X. P. E. :Bach need only be re-stated 
todey With the one qualification that by keyboard, the writer implied 
harpsichord. Although this keyboard instl"'tl.lllen.t is not in general use 
todapr, the student of the cantata mnst formUlate his ideas of balance, 
tone color, and style with reference to the sound of the harpsichord. 
It is only in the use of these media ... the voice, harpsichord and 
violincello - that we mey come to find those 11 effects of great beau.tylf 
by regarding the aria, or cantata as a whole "as a duet on equal terms 
between the voice and the violinoello, against au UllObtrusive back~ 
gre1lll.d ef ••• the harpsichord It. 34 
It is the working aut of this "unobtrusive backgrcmnd" which 
presents difficulties to the transcriber and realizer of solo cantata 
literat11re. Although there are innumerable treatises on the so-oaJ.led 
"correctn realization of the 'basso continuo, close attention mu.st be 
given.· to the national styles of plqing as Well as the periods of 
develo::tment. Should the cemposer speak for himself, or leaves the 
exanq>les to follow, we are fortunate indeed. 
33Karl PhilliP Emanuel. :Bach., Versuch ii.ber die wahre Art da.s 
Clavier _s snielen-Trans. VI. A. :Mi. tehell (New York: W. W .Norton, 1948). 
34nent, "The Italian Chamber Cantata" ~· eit., P• 191. 
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One of the most important works on figured bass of the middle 
Baroque period is Li Primi .Albori Mu.sicaJ.i (1656; Fifth edition. 1696) 
by the :Solagnese composer Lorenzo Penna. In addition to the generally 
known instructions to fill the harmom:.es with consonances. there is 
the usual condemnation of paraJ.lel fifths and octaves. and the 
encouragement of contrary motion against the bass. The more particm-
lar rules which concern us here may be snmmarip;ed. as follows: 
play legato, in order not to interfere with the voice part; 
use fewer trills at the cadences, the more voices involved; 
do not use the octave af the voice part in the accom~ing part; 
do not have more than tbree or at most four notes together; 
in a.ecom.par:willg a bass singer • the harpsichord pl~er may have 
some little movement~ but not at a time when the voice has 
passages. 35 
Doring the tenure of Scarlatti as master of the Oonservatorio 
M!, Poveri di Gesu Cristo th~re originates his Regale per principian.ti, 
or "RuJ.es for Beginners". In this theoretical work, Scarlatti 
favored a free style of pla;ying, bu.t based on the familiar ruJ.es. The 
filling out of an unfigared. bass would be carried on in an almost 
instincti-ve way. Again, the particular points of instruction which 
concern us here refer to the handling of seventh chords. The use of 
these sh0uld occm.r at every perfect cadence, or when the bass moves 
up a fourth or down a fifth. That is to say. simply. to add the 
35quoted in Jra.nk: Thomas Arnold, !l!he .Art of Acco:an.iment from a 
Thoreugh-:Bass, y_ Practiced ;!B: the 17th and 18th Genturies (London: -
OXford University Press, 1931). pp. 133=154. 
minor seventh to the ab.ord whether eaJ.led for in the figc.res or not. 
Shoal.d anyone ask Wh7 ·this is te be done, the simple answer i st 
"because it sounds well". .A final note o£ advice to the continuo 
plqer: he ma.st have nobile portamente delle mani - a "stately 
carriage of the ha.n.ds11 • 3 6 
TWo ether important wri tars of this peried ma.st a.lso be men-
tion.ed here: Francesco Gasparini (16~-17.27), whose figured bass 
practices are "applicable to &e ma.sie oil Oorelli and Randel" ,37 
and Fran.ceseo Geminiani (1687-1762), a student of Scarlatti. 
L'Armonioo Pratico .... (1708), Gasparini's chief theoretical work. 
40 
cautions the aooonq>anist not to use attr :figure or embellishment which 
the singer might like to introduae, nor t0 play, note :fer note, the 
38 
voice part. Gasparini does not approve of the divisions of the bass 
notes, since it "abandons the intentions of the composer, the good 
taste o:f the composition, and [ma;r] run af'oul o:f the singerll. 39 
Gasparini allowed :full license to use divisiens in the ri tornelli of 
an accompanied work, and, in order to indlll.ge If a fanoiful taste", 
breaking up of the chords in repeated a.rpeggiation. Was eondoned .. 
The Rules ~ Pla..ying in..!:~ Taste .... (Loncion, 1745) of Gemen-
isni reflect an increased importanae pertaining to the keyboard 
,.; 
36 -~ . d A Co~ense from Dent, lessandro Scarlatti .... ~. ~., P.P• 154-5. 
37J3ukofzer, !.!!..• cit., p. 380. 
39 Ibid. , P• 254. 
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instnunent, and the growing interest in elaboration and embellisbmen:t;; 
Whenever the Upper Part stops. sad the :Sass contintLe s, He wbo 
aecam;panies nmst make some Melodious Variation on the same Har-
mony, in order to awake:u the Imagination of the Performer, 
whether he Sings or Pl~s. and at the same Time to give Pleaso.re 
to the Hearer ••• 
• • • now and then [he) shauJ.d tou.ch the several Notes of the chord. 
lightly one after another• to keep the Harmony aJ.ive .... 
• .. he who has no other QaaJ.ities than tba.t of plB\Ving the Notes 
in Time, and placing lffe Figures, as well as he can, is bu.t a 
wretehed. Aecoxnpa;n,yer • 
The ·interest of the singer in the matter of aceompanime:ut should 
... /· 
be held in utmost seriousness. To ~stain a criticism of this litera-
ture on terms af the "vagueness of the melodic line" would not be 
correctly proposed. "!rhe real melos of the conq>osition is the reSillt-
ant of the two melodies performed by the voice and the bass". 41 The 
contiuuo 'cellist, therefore, is not to be chosen for his technical 
pro:f'iciency, 'bu.t for his understanding of the style. Even Tosi had 
'tlrged. his singiiJg students to learn to play, for "Whoever does not 
know how to ••• AcooDlJ?B.llY himself ••• is destitute of the best Taste sad 
42 greatest IUtowledgell. In this way, ane weuld learn not to work out a 
progression o:f chords in the modern sense, but rather to facilitate 
the flow of the two im;porta:nt quasi-contrapuntal lines. 
The expression o:f cohesion and unity sought after in the per-
formance of these chamber en:aemble works is well summed u;p in the 
40Q,uoted in Tlmrston Dart, The Interpretation. of Masic (Londen: 
Hutchinson's University Press, 1954), pp. 63-4. 
41 Dent, "The Italian Chamber cantata", .QE..• cit., p. 191. 
42 Tosi, 2:2.• ill.·, p. 156. 
words of a French theorist and :performer • Saint-Lambert. writing in 
the year 1680: 
The purpose of the accompanist is to second the voice, and not 
to smother or disf'igure it 'by an ugly jingle Cmauvai.s carillon";} 
There are some accompanists who have such a good. opinion o'f them-
selves that, believing themselves alene to be o'f more importance 
than the rest of the perfo~ers, they insist upon shining above 
them all.. They load the cantin.ued bass with passages, they 
embellish the acco~im.ent and ~ things .... which are extremely 
injurious to the general effect. Whoever ~ekes part in a joint 
performance mu.st play for the credit and perfection of the whole, 
and not 'for his own particular credito- It is no longer a joint 
performance when each plays only for himself .. 43 
Written only a short number of years a'fter the inception of monody 
itself, this injunction goes to the heart of the inter-relation of 
forces and the partnership needed in ensemble performance of all 
times .• 
A correct and knowl.edgeable deli very of the Italian texts of 
these cantatas is a necessity to a val.id interpretation. Even a 
FrenCh writer of the seventeenth century was forced to admit the 
pre'ference for ItaJ.ian over his language for clarity and intelligi-
bility. "We are left to guess at What the French are singing", he 
writes,. "whereas the Italian is perfectly understood" .. 44 
The singer • s knowledge of the text mast be su£ficient that he 
43Michel de Saint-Lambert, !l!raite de 1 1accom;pagn.entent du clava-
cin, quoted in .Arnold,. ~· ill•, p. 196. 
44_aago.enet, .Qlt .. cit .. • p. 476 .. 
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understand the mood or lla:ffectionll e£ the piece. If he does not under-
stand the words, Tosi asks, "how can he [have] Expression, which is tbe 
Soul o£ vocal Perfor.mance?u45 One must lltak:e care, without Affectation, 
that [:he word~ be distinctly understoo.d"; and tG know the "Foree of 
the Words", in order to give them their proper value. 
!rh.e individual word of the text will suggest the particular 
embelliShment for that word. Other words suggest a tasteful and 
expressive appoggiatura. While cadences call for a trill, word accent, 
meaning, and vowel constructian qualify the type cadence used. No 
ornaments are to be made en the vowel nun, and a ver;r few on the 
vowel "i''· !rh.e lieU and noft vowels in closed pronunciation are as 
equally unsuited for considerable orl18lD.Sntation. The llalt vowel is the 
one most suited for ornaments4 One does not, generally, embelliSh an 
unaccented syllable, nor use the trill in a ead.ential progression 
where the finaJ. syllable receives the accent rather than the pen-
u1 t:imate. 
In the reoi tatives of the solo cantata, particularly when giving 
a fflively Impression" of the words, the singer should n seem to be 
affected. with them hilnself". 46 .And, where tlPassion speaks, all 
Shakes ~rill!}, aJ.l Divisions and Graces ought to be silent, leaving 
it to the sole Force of a beautifUl. Expression to persuade" • for the 
45Tosi, .QR• cit., p. 71. 46Ibid.. p. 67. 
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"Recitative di Camera touches the Heart more than the othersn.47 
The niceties in :pronu:aciatien may well stem from the old proverb: 
Lingo.a Teseana in 'boeca. Ro:mana - n Tasca.n grammar with a. Roman accenttt 
48 
as quoted 'by Gallia.rd, but Mancini, fifty years later, has come to 
an even finer distinction: Lingua tosoana in bocea. sienese ~ gra.zia. 
pistoiese - "The Florentine language in a Sienese • s mouth With the 
graee:fulness of the Pistoian peoplell • 4 9 Other dialects, not to speak 
of other languages, lacked the accent and melodic sweetness of these 
peoples. Languages with "broken«, or double-sounding vowels wouJ.d not 
be as suitable for singiDg .. 
The impertan.ce the ItaJ.ian singing master attached to good 
diction is summed up in this abridgement from Mancini: 
An actor or singer cannot express passions and feeliDgs nor 
transmit them to the public if he d.Ges not comprehend the 
value and meaning Gf each word .... 
- if he does not knov and speak well the pure Tuscany tongu.e ••• 
- if he does not have a clear. though net exaggerated pronun-
ciation ••• 
- if' he does not know the grammar, history and the ItaJ.ian 
so language ••• 
The elementary adm.oni tion of not taking a breath in the middl.e of 
a word is given by Tosi.. Unless the word is divided itself for the 
sake of fo:rming divisions by the composer, the proper breathing pla.cces 
47 Ibid., p. 68-,;.9. 48 Ibid., p. 80, f.n. 
49 Mancini, ~· cit., p. 173. 50!~., P• 167. 
are at the end of musical and granmatical phrases. When faced by a 
formidable Bar(i)qu.e vocal phrase, the singer is apt to examine it for 
inconspicuous places of in,terrupt ion for breath taking.. !l!o the 
untrained. singer, some of these phrases will, indeed, be out of reach. 
But it is interesting to note how thoroughly- the Baroque composer 
understands the singer's ability by giving him phrases of such length 
as to tax, but net over-burden the well-developed breath control. In 
fact, the singing of the long phrase in one breath is an effective way 
for the singer to judge the tempo in which he is able to sing a compo-
sition. 
A st~ of the poetic forms of the Baroque cantatas would be of 
assistance to the singer. The literary background of the cantatas is 
replete with reference to historical and mwthGlogical characters in 
allegory or fantasy.. Once the singer made his ornamentation the focal 
peint of the presentation. however, the listeners were enraptured by 
the voice rather than the text. This attention to the pare melodic 
line was us'tlrped by instruments, leading to the decline of the cantata 
in favor of the sonata.. 
ttGOOD TASTE" 
A solution to some of the technical problems ef intetpretatien. 
may be feund in the above paragraphs. The understanding o£ the stylis-
tic demands of this music. however, is the basis :fer a cerrect perform-
ance. And yet, the taste and judgment in the application of these 
rules is a good deal more di:f:f'ieult to describe. To formulate pre-
cepts for this quality has a very subjective outlook. Nevertheless. 
there is hardly a book on music printed during the :Baroque period 
which does not dwell [¥n many eases, extensiveli) on the matter of 
llgoed Tastelt ~ or of 11 per£orming in tastelf. 
:But Genius and fine taste are natural gifts, which cannot be 
learned by Rules, and it is With their help that the Rules shoul.d 
be applied, and that one takes liberties so ~propos as always to 
please, for to please is to ba.ve genius and fine taste.51 
For one to achieve per:feetien in the art of singing, Tosi is able 
to ei te and explain :four qu.aJ.ifications. For the fifth. be siJi!Ply 
lists 11 Tasten: 
J1ldgment - .!•!.•, good common sense 
Invention- !·~·· creative and Sll1"prising embellishments 
Time - !.·!.•• keeping in tempo to the movement o£ the bass 
Art - !·!.·, cantabile singing and messa di voce, a llputting forth 
of tgJ ve icell 
Taste. 
The embellisbments which the singer composes must be formed from a 
"profound Judgmentu.n and they must be per:formed with a n singular and 
5lq.uoted in Dolmetsch, ~· ill•, p. 15. 
52Tosi, !P.• .£!!., p. 174. 
47 
beautiful. invention., re1110te :from all that is vulgar and comnonlf. 53 
The embellisbments used by others. we are admenished. should be 
imitated. but never copiedv :for the ornamentation mast seem natural 
rather than artificial.. The ornament should sound as if it were 
improvised on the moment o:f production. Once again, we see the 
empbasis on imaginative and ~ tempore iluprovisation.. 
53~. t pp.. 155 and 175. 
O~ER IV 
AN AN'.AIIYSIS OF THE CANTATAS WITB: OONTINuO ALONE 
For ]lUr.Poses of categorization. the nine cantatas :tor solo bass 
voice have been greuped into those with continu.o alone and those 
calling for obbligato instruments in addition to continuo. For the 
realization of the continuo line. a keyboard instrument, preferably 
harpsichord, and a supporting bass instrument, preferably violincello, 
are to be expected. 
A list of information precedes the analysis of each cantata, 
giving, in capsUle form, au outline of the elements involved. Here, 
as elsewhere, the capital letters "R" and "Atl stand for recitative 
and aria, respectively. The rhyming scheme of the poems oof the can-
tata texts are al.so given in capital letters: AA,:BB, 00, etc. The 
number of syllables per line of poetry are given in plain Arabic 
numera:L.s. 
Within the analyses, in order to simplify the references to the 
cantatas, measure numbers are given in parentheses. Pitch letter 
names are referred to as such, 1Vhile tonalities and key signatures are 
given underlined, viz: l'1 tch A - A; The key of A - A (major), !:. 
(minor). 
As no dates, save one, are given on the ma.no..script copies of the 
cantatas, the periods listed are appro:x:jmations based on the criteria 




Q2!: d.i ~ruto 
:Bass· Cantata II 
Dramatic narrative 
A, R, A, R, A incompl.ete • .Arias: ~ capo. · 
.Aria meters: a 12/8 a 
F - e' One note less than two octaves. 
Poetic for.m: Aria 1 - A,~,c,-,a,:s.-,D~a 
8,8u7,4,7.8,3,9,4 
Period: 
Aria 2 - A,B,A, C,:B 
7,7,7,8,11 
Rqman. ReaJ.ization: PP• 125-132. 
49 
lf!Phe Heart of Bra.tus" is a subject-type, dramatic cantata which 
portrays the indecision and conflicts of emotion under Which Brutus 
labored before his slaT:Lng of JUlius Caesar. The historical back-
ground and particular appeal. af this story Will be better served by 
reca.lli;ag that Brutus• admirers considered him a second Oato, driven 
rel.uota.ntly to eoDliili.t mder in order to save the repa.blic. Hence• 
it is in this framework that we must sympatheticaJ.ly observe the 
opposing forces operating within Brutus• mind and hearto 
. ~e cantata opens on a forceful aria which immediately portr~s 
the divisive thoughts at work: whether it Would be better to "punish 
the trai tor11 , or hide in oblivion. The continUD bass gives an exa.et 
fare-statement of the opening textual phrase - Cor di ~ruto - but, 
thereafter, continues in a very jagged instrll.liSntal pattern of dotted 
sixteenth and thirty-secolld notes. This t;y:pe of ri tornello ma.teriaJ., 
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which comes to assume a stnetural aa:Ld eadentiaJ. in(portanoe through-
out the aria, m~ be seen again in the first aria of :Sass Oa.n.tata III 
(Doppo: lrmgo penar), or in the popo.lar &, fin m'uociderete (1718), a 
cantata for soprano • 
.After the voice has announced the sa.bject (3), quickly whispered 
words - II shall I assa.ul t instantly-If - move in a rising line to a. peak 
of intensity( 6).. In the following phrase - "This would be justice, 
committed with lovell - au expressive melisma occurs 8n the final. word~ 
as if to underline the attachment :Brutus feels for his kinsman{lO). 
l!h.e lengthening process of the aria now begins with a sudden 
return of the "assault" phrase, thus J.eaving out a repetition of the 
ini tiaJ. words of the poem - "Heart of :Brutus".. The mn.sic to which the 
repetition is sung is aJ.so identical, but the melisma. on "lovell is 
va:ried(l4). A truncated version of the "motto" ends the section~ 
The ":B" section of the aria is divided equally between the cries, 
on the one hand, to Upun.ish the traiterll, in~ minor(l7-21). and, on 
the other, prqing to the loving Father to restrain the act, in A 
minor (22=29). Portions of the jagged ri tornelJ.o figure dart about 
during the llpcm.isbmentll phrase. This use of the ritornello motige 
through-out n:su section may be seen in a dated cantata, Lumi. ch' in 
:f'ronte(l703), assisting in the establishment of the period in which 
Scarlatti would make use of this technique. 
A naive word-tone painting occurs on sepelli (Uburyll) as the 
octave drop in pitch goes into the lowest range of the voice(26-27). 
The two principal. keys of this section each lie a. third above(a) and 
a third beloW (d) the tonic key-(F,) of section IIJlll o Even section If Atl 
wavers between l and .Q. as prime tonal centers, just as the heart of 
l3rutus wavers .. 
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The recitative which follows has much of the sensitive word and 
mood setting as Well as the bold harmonic movement of the later can-
tatas. l3ut one factor common to the Roman period is more convincing: 
As in many of the Scarlatti recitatives, the first measures ~ 
establish some tonal center, only to become a factor in a modulating 
process. In this case. d minor remains for two measures (47-8), but 
then. serves as a sa.b-dominan.t to A· .A:n outba.rst of confusion uses 
syncopation for its effect (54) • and in the questioning o:f a way to 
tun, to be severe or clement9 the recitative ends on an unsettled 
ha.l:f-cadence in A. 
The opening of the second aria ma.st grow out of the questioning 
ending o:f the recitative. The development of this aria is, like the 
:first aria, based on the extension of material within the lines of 
poetey, rather than a complete repetition of the text. A lldevisen.-
arie" 9 the first words o:f the verse are separated from their context 
(62-3). The :force o:f this section, however, turns on the hesitancy 
over which act to cozmnit, which shaJ.l receive the palma. The twist-
ing and turning of the music on this wori.(7Q-72) depicts the anxiety 
of l3rutus, yet is combined with the obstinacy of the continuo line a.s 
it returns repeatedly to the open A string of the •cello, the mu.sical 
material of the opening ritornello. Thus does the urgent necessity of 
action goad. l3ru.tus .. 
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An outline of the 1tJ3" section shaws a simple and somewhat typical 
fo1'Dlt 
Statement of first two lines in opening ke;r. 
Repeat of seeond line, ene step lower. 
Statement of third line, modulating to closing key, extended 
on crucial word. 
Repeat of third line, coda-like musioal phrase, re-definition 
of clOsing key • 
The word used for extension of the third line, empie~ (lithe impiet;rn), 
is given a correspondingly impious vocal. line (92-95). The musical 
construction again relies heavily on a reiteration of the first nine 
notes of the opening ri tornello in. its descending scale pattern• a 
clear use of the :Baroque practice o:f putting a composition together 
With a series of similar bass prouessions. 
A long and co~licated recitative follows, the intent o:r which is 
to bring :Brutus to a decision. :Beginning with moments of 11 dou.bt and 
delay'', :Brutus feels that he ma.st show the world that he, too, is a 
Roman, of u.nconqa.ered heart, and of the same family tree as Oa.esar. 
:Brutus has no concern for himself; his only thought is that Oaesar is 
guilty. It is the action of :Brutus which Will plant the base of free-
dam. Ever;r delay is criminal.. Caesar does aot deserve to breathe the 
pure air. He has sa.bmi tted the nation to the tyrannical yoke of 
Augustus. 
As With the poetic forms of the :first twa arias, this recitative 
moves in a rather :free, izqp.rovisa.tory :fashion. !!'he separated thoughts 
o:f the text move in a broken, :fragmentary manner. We are, however, 
able to discern something of the recitative technique o:f the Roman 
period. For instance, a common tone, usu.ally in the voice part, II ties 
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over" the change in harmony from one phrase to the next. None of the 
bold, abrupt. disintegrating changes in ha.r.mo~ are to be met with here. 
Notice the A (126-127) in common with the two harmonies, a cadentia.l 
~ moving to an opening chord on ,A; the G (132) tying ,2. and ,g; the E 
(140-141) tying E to A,; the :S (144) tying ,ito J!. A pause or tempo-
rary ending is characterized by the use of the first inversion of a 
chord, the sound of which is al.so used at the beginning of a. section 
of recitative. T.he h.aJ.:f cadence is used in connection With. a textual 
phrase ending in a question (123 and 127). The use of the vooal 
phrase in close :imitation by the con tinu.o in the closing a.rioso 
:further suggests the status o:f this cantata. as one o:f the early Roman 
period. 
This recitative al.so contains examples o:f 1fwritten-outn embellish-
ments. The sec eo delivery is interru;pted on the words full:nina.r (136), 
temerario (142), and, particuJ.arly, audaci (139-140) with n divisions". 
This last word, which speaks o:f the "daring ones", exhibits a most 
demanding vocal phrase. 
The :final aria breaks o:f:f after one page of what promises to be 
an impetuous call to "sustain the empire" - by killing Caesar - and 







Doppo lrmgo penar 
Bass cantata III 
Pastoral narrative 




Aria 1 - A,A,E,O,O.B 
5,5,4,5,5,4 
Real~zation: pp. 133-139. 
Rangel e - e t. 
both da ~· 
Aria 2 -A,B,O,D A,B,O,D 
7,7,7,6 7,7,7,6 
Late Roman, or early part of third period. 
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The somber mood of this cantata is displ~ed in the opening chord 
of !!: minor. A slowly progressing group of seventh chords comes to its 
climax as the lover :finds that he has returned to a eruda MitUde, 
ingrata. Each expressive word is connected with one of the sevenths: 
pen&" ("su:ffering" - 1), ~ ("home11 - 3), and cruda ("eru.ellf - 5). 
The second section of the recitative opens in ~major (II I return" - 7). 
!rhis first important so'tlnd.ing of a major tonality throws a bit of 
light on the shade of the opening, bu.t a dinl.in.ished seventh on pianga 
sempre (ttweeping always" - 12) modifies the mood again,. 
A clear concept of tonal relationships within the recitative and 




lst section(l-6) 2nd section(7-12) 
opens - cadence opens - cadence 
(V of -------- ) ~ ! 
(V of --- G) 
(V of -------- ) £ 
The first aria., Deggio adorarti (11 mu.st I adore you.11 )\ is ushered 
in with the t$cal II motto11 or anticipation of the vocal theme by the 
continuo. :But there is an impertant difference between the antecedent 
statemen.t and the vocal statement of the theme: the instrumental ver-
sion has a rhythmic figa.:re consisting of dotted siXteenths and thirty-
seconds (14), while the voice has the same note pitches, but in a ~ 
tabile, even eighth and sixteenth pattern(l6). Scarlatti makes us 
more aware of the contrasting cha.raateristics of the two most prom:i.-
nent instruments. the violincello and the voice. 
The harmonies of the anticipatory statement fom an interesting 
study in the n set tingll of a tonality: 
:figures indicate rhythmic duration 
Tonic (~.) i vi 
\ I~ 
Rel.. Maj. (Eb) I 6 IV vi V I 
y ~ ~ ( ( 
Tonic (.2) iv V i iv i V i 
r 0~~yv\ 
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This theme is somewhat lengthy, and divides itself into three distinct 
]?arts harmonically~ melodically and textualit.v. The instrumental. 





~~ w w = 1 !Watlu 




The force:fnl-: sr~eep to the dominant tone which begins at (3) should be 
noted as a typical. :Baroque fullction_ that of a combining of a harmonic-
melodic unit into ali easily recogni~a.ble cadential. phrase, often 
re;peated. 
The measures which :follow the vocal statement, with its modulation. 
to the dominant, comprise a sequential. development of (1) between the 
contin:ao and the voice. A long ttwail11 of the most ingratiating effect 
extends the last words of the section, mo strar dovr~ ( lland. not show it 
- 22-24) .. 
The textual. repetition in the IIAII section is a prime example of 
Scarlatti's ability to build an instalment o:f some extent out of a few 
words.. This may al.so be shown by outline, in which the words are 
given in their text"C!Al repetition~ th.e n'tiDlbers in parentheses indicate 
the thematic material used, While the designation ttothll refers to 
material. other than thematic: 
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(~) (z) (3) (the "framing" instra.-l 
mental statement. 
mostrar dovr~ ---Deggio adorarti 
(l) 
(l,EU) 
e non amarti (z) 
~ adorarti e non amarti 
(l) (oth) (l,fJ -roth) 
e non amarti (3) 
(3 in Eb) 
' mostrar dovre 
(eth) 
~ 
mo strar devro 
{~- tonic) 




(l) (2) (3) {the llframingll instru- \ 
~tal statement. 
The "B" portion of the aria suggests a possible solution: "This 
ardor can remain no longer" 4 Not in the s:anse of forgettil:lg the loved 
one, but in causing his own expiration does he say this. A weaker 
aspect of the aria exists here With the over use of the dactylic meter. 
The performer ~ relieve this situation by the use of ornamentation, 
or by giving attention to the larger symnetrical figure in Which the 
smaller metric patterns occur: 
. ~ ~' ~-. ~-1-\ ~-, ~~. > 
Melodic material, undisguised. from the IIJJ.It portion of the aria 
is used here. Oontinuously recurring is the motive (3) with its 
cadential drive. Attention nm.st also be given to the varying of a 
' ' repetitive vocal phrase ~ m piu star ~ l2B:£. (11 ean. rem.ain no 
~onger in~ heart"), occuring mccessively in bars 28, 31 and 34. 
This is a cadencing phrase which commences each time on middle 0, and 
sung over a similar bass pattern. The first treatment of the phrase 
turns downward te :Bb major. the second moves simply to Ji minor, while 
the third contains a lfwritten inlt appoggiatura of a fourth which 
causes the entire phrase to move into a higher position, ba.t eventually 
ending also an /!;.• Rere is an example of the manner in which Scarlatti 
wouJJd ornament a :phrase4 
For the following recitative, we are forced out of the area of 
. contemplation- the aria in~ minor - inta that of narration- the 
recitative in D major - by the sounding of one chord. The D major 
-
outcry, "Ah, MatUde« (39) is Q.u,alified by its g minor resolution on 
severa (11 severe one"). If apPOggiaturas are to be used, they will be 
effectively placed on the words amore and ~(57 and 59). 
Whereas the text of ·l;he first aria is short and aoncise, the 
scope of the second aria is considerably larger, and the r~e scheme 
quite nicely- llartificiallyll - worked auto Rather than. follow the 
strophic pattern of the syllabic and r~e schemes, however. Scarlatti 
sets both <>f these verses in the usual. cia~ form, to the detriment 
of neither. The textual r~etitions of the second aria, in its flAil 
section are again over-balanced in favor of the final line, ~ da.rmi 
pi~ mart:ir ("do not give me any" more torture/.martyrdomff). This Would 
appear in outline: 









As the unifying :factor in the first aria was the cad.entia.lly-driv-
ing theme, given the symbol (3), this aria receives tmi:fioation by a 
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rhythmic motive f-JJm which occurs at the outset of the 
v - v 
theme, and where the addition and inversion of these Ullits constitutes 
the entire theme: n l {) m m \ n 
r't ; " ; , ) G ( V {JJ . n ~ (J.) 
(61) (62) ~ . 
The final portion of the theme (62) being a reverse of the units, with 
the three eights preceding the quarter-eighth unit. Throughout the 
aria the original rhythmic motive occurs twenty-one times in strategic 
locations, and it aP.Proach.es o stinato-like proportions in bars 72-75 
and again at 82=84, being tossed from voice to continuo line in strict 
an ti:phony ~ 
The 12/8 meter of this aria dees not indicate a 11 Sicllianalt. 
There are no dotted eighth, sixteenth patterns. But the cantabile of 
the IIPathetick Modell predominates the piece With its emphasis on the~ 
minor tonali.ty. Trae to his method. of l::m.ilding a theme, Scarlatti's 
opening of this aria oscillates between the tonic and dominant har-
monies. As the voice expresses the words of "hope It ( speranza - 65-6), 
the tonality turns to major. With very slight modification, this 
statement could be an exact repetition of the openiDg theme. It is 
only in the latest cantatas that Scarlatti makes more of a contrast 
here. The finaJ. text~l phrase of the It All sect ion, ~ darmi pi~ ~-
!!!:11 contains the affective interval, the ~ented fourth - G-D/F. 
The n:an section of the aria also o:pens(79) as if we had returned 
to the beginning of the aria, for the first six notes are identical to 
those in measure OJ., and the complete rbytbm.ic :pattern of the opening 
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statement is there. The harmonic direction, however. 'turns towards E 
major, and allows the new text a new to~al area and, ultimately. a new 
melodic contour, the opening drop of a third as if DDre in pleading~ 
I 
But the r~tbm.ic constituency of this phrase, ~ tu ra.cchi'Wli ("if you 
encloseff), turns out to be identical With the initial motive:(BO) 
The first two lines of the text are stated mG<lestly, but modulate 
to end on the dominant, affording the possibility for an outcry, "tyran-
nical. heartfl(82), the peak of the vocal line in the ":B" section~ The 
final. two lines utilize the primary reytbmic motive in antipb.oey-(82-83) 
and the affective intervaJ. occurs on the word rida( ltlaugh.") giving the 
harmonic structure underneath the ixqpetus to move to a cadence in£!. 
As a cantabile song in a mood of patoos, little ornamentation should be 








:Nel. ~ ~ bap.a aJ. bel. Sebeto 
:Bass Cantata V 
Pastoral narrative 
3/4 12/8 
Aria 1 - A.:s.A,:B 
10,9,10,9 
Aria 2 - A,:B,A,:B 
8,?,8,7 
Realization: PP• 149-154. 
Range: c - et. 
Late Roma.n, or early part of third period. 
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This cantata comes as close to a llstanda.rdlf type of pastoral can-
ta.ta as we find ameng the bass sole cantatas, two da ~ arias each 
preceded by a recitative. !l'!he arias have more contrast in meter than 
in emotional content, however. 
The soft 1! minor opening prepares a mood. for this scene at the 
· mouth of the Sebethos where gentle Winds, denoted in a. smoothly floW= 
ing coloratura.(5), cballenge the boats in their coarse. Elpina and 
Nice are also chal.lenged, but in a. contest of love. !l!he turn to an 
arioso ending in this recitative is used in a different wa;y to the 
early cantatas.. Here. for empbe.sis. we feel the mounting ardor o:t 
Elpina.- the repeated tutto ardor -Which causes him to, speak his 
emotions in the :following aria .. 
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~e expressive 1£. minor theme of the first aria receives four con-
secutive statements. the contin'\10 alternative with the voice. before 
an extension vt.b.ich makes use of the second line of poetry brings a 
cadence in the relative major& :Bb(35).. An abortive statement of the 
first theme by the continuo in this key brings forth a second theme(38) .. 
Although commencing in :Bb, this theme soon hinges on D which is used as 
a dominant for the return to the tonic tonality(46). One picturesque 
play ltiiD. the word aocendermi - "igni tell ... is included before the return 
of a short portion of the principal theme in the contim1o (52-55) .. 
The tt;sn section, stating acceptance, even enjo;yment of the power 
of love, moves into a major tonality, F.. Raving disposed of the text 
in a short eight measures, Scarlatti lengthens the aria by the simple 
device of repeating this material a third lower.. The pleasure - f>9di ... 
is not as assured this time, however • since the key center has shifted 
to ,2: minor. The tonalities of the two sections of the aria reverse 





Second Statsnent Minor 
A unifying motive to the aria is the five-note8 descending seale 
figure, stated first on the word faville - "sparksll -(23). This 
pattern of notes reoccurs throughout the aria in the continuo as Well 
as the voice line .. 
In the second recitative, we find that, in ansWer to Elpina, Nice 
is forced. to speak her part. And in her aria, there is a strong 
thematic resemblance to the first aria, that of Elpina: 
Meter, triple 
key, minor 







The sequence of statements of the lines of the text is aJ.so in close 
parallel to the first aria. .An extension of considerable length, how-
ever, occurs in the repetition of the second line with a free a.ssocia-
tion of the words, v~':h piagate - lfyou wound" - and ~ accenti - llyou 
dear words". The "bitter-sweet" qnality of loverfs plaints was never 
more poignantly expressed. 
A short lfJ31f section aJ.lows Nice to explain that her ardor is also 
filled With torment. In the a:ffe«tive play on words, there is a. 
dimillished fifth in the melody on soffro - "suffer" - as there had 
been on p1agate in section "A". The sagmented. fourth occurs on tor-
manti fieri - llfierce tormentstt. The use of sa.ch ltaffeetiven tech-
niques is carried. out in the latest cantatas in a. ma.ste;r:ly way. 
BoSTi · 
'EIN£ AND SN UNiVERSITY 
APfaliEO ARTS UBRARY 
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Splendeano !a, bel sembiante 
:Bass Oanta.ta VII 
Poem: Pastoral-dramatic 





e ~ ~ .Q G 
3/2 0 
Aria 1 - A,:B,:B,A 
8,7,7,8 
Aria 2 - A,:B,A,:B 
8,8,8,8 
Aria 3 - A,:B,:B,A 
6, 6,6,6 
.Aria 4 - uneven. 
Early. 
e 
..!! e Range: 0 - e•. 
0 3/2 none da. ~· 
second verse similar. 
second verse similar. 
Realization: PP• 168-178. 
This cantata is a prime ex:ample o:f Scarlatti's early cantata 
style. The :features o:f this style which occur in this cantata are: 
The irregularity of the :form; the irregularity o:f the text. 
The length o:f the cantata; the length o:f the text .. 
Some of the rhymed, metered sections are set as arias, others 
as recitative. 
The final poetic lines of' the text are set as hal:f recitative9 
and half aria .. 
The first two a:rias are strophic types. 
The second two arias use close imitation and repetition of their 
short-winded melodies. 
The use of old-style metric markings and melodic syncopation. 
The general lack of' sensitive word-tone painting in :favor o:f 
endless lldivisionsn .. 
All reci tatives turn into arioso except the :final one which beconas 
an aria. 
The use of one sharp in the key signature o:f the recitatives. 
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In the word accent and rhythmic vaJ.ue given to the words, we do not 
find the assured and suave Scarlatti to whom we are aeeu.stomed. Yet 
some of the felicitous turns of phrase af the coming mature camposer 
are in evidence.. .And the charm which lies in the fre.slm.ess of the 
cantata overcomes mu.eb. of the structural and technicaJ. deficiencies. 
The narrative opening of the r~itative favorably collq)ares the 
eyes of Phyllis with the lights of the stars. With this last""i'lentioned 
word occu:t:s the first of many cadenza-like interra.ptions o:f the reci ta-
tiveo Only two measures later the Upiercing dartslf wbich come :frem. 
those haughty eyes lead to another, but more extended melismatic play -
da.rdo - 14, 16-17. 19. 
The strophic nature of the first aria does not hide a developing 
:feature o:f the Scarlatti style, an extension of the nxu.sical materiaJ. 






















The following recitative breaks into a:rioso :first on the word 
Tribunaldi - the lltribunal11 of love - and again on the word !eartarei "" 
as the jilted lover decides to invoke the wrath of the most evil 
demons, t)le Tarter Gods. The invocation is set forth tllree times on 
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a reJ;>eated melodic phrase, but in the tonal order of .Q., !, .Q.. a clear 
ease of borrowing from the techniques of Stradella. The final state-
ment is lengthened by an add.i tional two-meaSll.re melisma .. 
The full outburst of ;feeling comes in the second aria as the lover 
calls upon these "dispicable harpies" ... Arpie spietate. A stoxxn of 
notes in the continuo flies about constantly.. The veice finally joins 
this melee in a Whirling unison of fu'ryo 
The third aria shows something o:f a da capo stru.ctme With the 
ret"'rn o:f the opening motive, Gi~l.'alma ~tradita(247), but this 
repeat is cut short by a finaJ. embellishment on rimbomba- the 
llresoundingll o:f the tr'llllq;let of revenge. 
The final. recitative gives release to the previous tensions by 
lapsing into an aria-like closing which declares that 11 all the battles 
o:f Love end in Peace." It is here. with the short, but often repeated 
melody that Scarlatti reminds us most of the tradition of Legrenzi and 
Stradella .. 
ORA.PrER V 
AN A'N'ALYSIS OF THE CANTATAS WITH Cl:s:BLIGATO m~RUMENTS 
In the chamber works of Alessandro Scarlatti, cantatas exist for 
solo voice and continuo With the addition of various obbligato instru-
ments, flute, oboe, trunpet. l?r:imary use, however, Was made of 
violins in this capacity.. While in some j.nstances Wind and string 
instruments may be used interchangeably, the :predominant use of the 
violin indicates a preference, at least, for the more technically 
perfect instrument • 
.Although the total number of cantatas with obbligato instruments 
represents only a fraction of the Scarlatti cantatas, which Wet'e 
normally written :for the castrato soprano, the existence of at least 
five of these for bass voice and violins j.ndicates the serious atten-
tion given to this voice.. In the chamber-duets, the soprano-bass com-
bination accounts for six out of a total of twenth-four definitely 
attributed to Scarlatti.. The :probability that some, if' not all of the 
bass cantatas were written either for nobj.lity, for .Alessandro's son, 
Francesco, a bass singer, or for su.eh important opera singers as 
Giuseppi :Bosohi, the great Neapolitan bas~~o. gives reason to beU.eve 
that some of the finest works in this genr.!_ Will be found to be the 










Appena giunse ~ forte campo 
:Bass Oan.tata I 
Dramatic narrative 
Rolofernes 
Introduction• R. A, R, A. R 
0 both da capo. 
G = e' an octave. and a sixth. 
Aria 1 - A,:B,~:B 
8,7,8,7 
Aria 2 - A,A,:B,O,D,D,:B,O 
6,6,6,5,6,6,6,5 
Roman. Realization: 121-124. 
This cantata is listed by Dent as incomplete. !!!he manuscript 
score is somewhat unu.sual in that the title 
Cantata !:. !£Q!. sola di :Basso 
II OLOFERNE II 
del Sig All.essa.nd.ro sic Scarlatti I ~ Y.• V .. 
calls for violins, bo.t only the basso continuo and vocal lines are 
given. A :full nineteen measures of Introdn.! - "Introduction11 ~ appear 
With figured bass only.. The points at which the violins are to enter 
are clearly marked, however, leading one to wonder if this is an. 
example of partimento. or II division" plS¥ing: a combination of impro-
vising f'rom the basso continuo and of 'breaking up the larger notes 
into smaller units. A strong theme is given in the opening measure, 
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one which could suggest imitation throughout. 
~e opening recitative follows the key of the introduction, ~ 
major. Over long pedaJ. points in the bass, the harmony follows a 
Well-defined circle of fifths and steps to the supertonic in the 
first inversion, a Scarlatti trademark so well used by Mozart: 
-P"I?-
1
-t-r --7J--~-~-r--~ ---:, to new tonality 
v I r:rG 
A well placed rising trill in measure 30 pictures the stirring -
scuote - o:f Holofernes' fierce pride, and the recitative closes in 
b minor. 
The aria again calls for the violins • . but no indication of their 
notes is to be found~ The vocal theme(39--42) will not work as a 
"motto" over the definitely fundamental c~acter of the opening 
measures in the continuo. This latter material is characteristic o:f 
the typical bass progressions and cad.ential phrases to be used 
throughout the aria, and has the individuality o:f a ritornello. The 
vocal phrase is stated completely at the outset and modulates to the 
dominant (42) :for an entrance o:f a portion o:f the opening ritornello 
which merely serves to reinforce the new key center, D. The melody 
now undergoes a modi:fication characteristic o:f the mature Scarlatti 
style. In place o:f the outraged questioning o:f the :first statement: 
l :!= I~ 
"Must it be?" 
it iS now more ref1ective: gw t r . ( II 
r - z 
"It IIIIlSt be. 11 
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and the opposite harmony is brought ·into play ~o that the second 
statement of the words also reverses the hax.monic flow back to G(52) o 
An extension of the word ntri'llmphll and a return of the opening ritor-
nello close the IIJ.II section.{_60) o 
A very short~ nine-measure 11 Bil section is placed in the relative 
minor, !,( 61), and contains an expressive coloratura passage on bel ta 
- "beauty". The second statement of the words has an even longer 
melisma after having inverted the opening phrase, a parallel to the 
action in the first section of the aria. Typical of the feeling for 
tonal relationships evident throughout the cantata, the harmonic 
center of section "B" quickly leaves the initial. tonal renter, ~( 61), 
for A(61), and thence to D(63), all of which bear dominant relation-
ships. After touching on G(66), the section returns to ~ which is 
now used as the dominant to the returning IIJ.II section. 
As the first aria ends on G(97), it provides a springboard for 
the .Q. major opening of the second recitative in which Judith's efforts 
to divide the attention of Rolofernes from his warriorts pursuits 
become more successfuJ.. In the ensuing aria, Rolofernes attempts to 
awa.kan himself to the dangers which surround him. In the liBII .section, 
he can already feel love's poison working. A closing recitative 
resolves the historical story: Rolofernes, by one stroke of his 
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sword, is killed in his sleep by the victorious heroine, Judith. 
This "subject" cantata contains ~ch of interest, especially its 
fine arias and descriptive recitatives. The :possibility that its story 
was to be taken as an allegorical reference to some contemporary event 
or :persons of Scarlatti's acquaintance should not be overlooked. It 










:Sass Oantata IV 
~amatic-pastoral 
A, R, A 
~ Eb ~ 
0 ~ both da capo. 
G- eb' an octave and a minor sixth. 
Aria 1 - A,:s, O,:S.A, 0 
7,7,5,7,7,5 
Aria 2 - A,:S,A,:S 
8,7,8,7 
Late 
16 July l. 710. Realization: P.P• 140-148. 
This cantata, the one autograph bass cantata of Scarlatti, 
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affords an opportunity to observe in detail the pecularities of hand-
writing and musical caligraph:y. !he cantata opens on a note of tur-
bu.lence With the full instrumental compliment as the violins imitate 
one another in a long sWeeping arpeggio of ita. minor, using a clearly 
instrumental figare. llthough. the uppermost notes are still in first 
position for the violinist, the head-long rush of over two octaves to 
the lowest open G of the violin in the short space of one-half measure 
.evokes emotions of seething, foaming, flaming, boiling passions. The 
restlessness of the fol.lowing siXteenths is heightened by mercurial. 
leaps and disturbing dissonances. After punctuating the rhythm With 
sharp incisions at the opening, the continuo moves into the chorning 
melee of reiterated sixteenths. 
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The voice now offers a feverish exclama.t ion, II Images of horror II, 
(5), the melodic contour of Which also contains a precipit~s fall. 
This outburst is free of interference_from the accompanying violins. 
:But on the representation of these wild thoughts - rappresenta sempre 
- the agitation of the instrumental opening returns. With the modula-
tion to the relative major(8), the violins erupt with a fragment of 
the arpeggio figure. ~e voice is now faced With the full fury of the 
frenzied hallucination. The outcry reaches up to span a sixth(9) 
before plumeting down to the depths, and Without respite repeats the 
figure on an even higher level(lO). 
The -representations themselves now take on trotesque shapes in 
the oonvaisi ve leaping and plunging of the vocal line (11); up a f a:o.rth, 
down a fifth, up a seventh; great extremes for Scarlatti, as the har-
mony returns to the tonic, g minor (13). Oontinuousl.y hammering six-
teenths i.n all instrumental. parts lead to the af'fective interval, G-
O#, on rappresenta, and to an octave j'tlllq> to sempre - "forever" - and 
its long held note(l4). The vocal phrase ends jaggedly as the instru-
ments ret"Ol"n to their imitative arpeggios. 
The 11 :s" section presents a modification of the horrors with a call 
to the inner resources of faith; which is overwhelmed by grief, and 
attempts to hope, but also suffers. In this section, we have a clear 
case of the antithetical inversions of phrase and mood so bommon with. 
the Italian poetry of this period. A complete statement of this 
section of the poem is necessary to bri:og the tonality to a. new level, 
c minor(21), after much uncertainty. On the first repetition of the 
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lines of poetry, a simi.1.a.r compli~tion of· the tonal center is pro-
vided by a group of no less than six consecutively placed seventh 
chords. The most disjunct melodic line for the voice appears at mea-
sure 22, a daring vocal line which is quite difficult. A fragments.-
tion of the vocal ]hrase occurs here, just as a fragmentation of the 
instrumental material had begun in measure 18. A compositional pro-
blem which reueives some working but i.n this section is the drop of a 
fifth which may be :found some :fourteen times. 
Two other Scarlatt·i works may be :found to be similar to this can-
tats.::; both _of them ~ting some twenty y-ears previous. The first is 
Venus• aria :t.r-om La Rosa.ura, with its "broken sty-lell of writing for the 
Venus: Ces-sa-t~o ful-mi-ni "Cease, tlmnderboltsllf 
Violins 
quoted :t.r-om Oxford History of Music, Vol. In, p. 384. 
And in the first act of La Statira., Demetrio (bass) sings an aria of 
consolation in~ minor in which the opening ]hrase is an exact amd 
identical. replica. of the :phr a.se, Ima.gini d torr ore. Demetrius t words 
are: Consolati, ~ piangere - "Console yourself; do not weep. If This 
latter aria is quoted as number 212 in the second volume of Dr. 
Lorenz' Alessandro Scarlatti•s Jil.gendoper. Lorenz also points out the 
similarity- of this melody to the Each cantata number 21, Ich hatte 
viel bek:\lmmerniss. 
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The one recitative o:f the cantata opens in Eb. a lllower third" 
relation o:f the & minor tonic key o:f both. a.rias. Rather than move to 
relative major, Bb, o:f the Olassic_period, the ambivalence o:f Baroque 
tonality is still in evidence here. In the macro-organization o:f the 
cantata, this Eb serves as a Nea:POlitan sixth to ]. major which now 
becomes the dominant to the closing aria tonality, g, minor. This 
"lower Eb-D bridgell not o:nly gives a perspective to the two arias in 
,g. but :forms an A-B-A structure with the harmony o:f the cantata: 
Aria Recitative Aria 
In the microcosm o:f the recitative, Filen vacillates between 
success and :faUure, bright and sombre thoughts, aspirations and 
anguish, as a hope:ful :picture is quickly replaced by a scene o:f despair. 
A con~ation o;f the texts written in the vernacular, might give this 
impression: 
1. If I thi:rik: my :faith:fulness is :pleasing to her, 
2. my agitated mind pictures her in another's arms. 
3. If I try to tell mysel:f she loves me, 
4. something else tells me she has another lover. 
The change of pictures in each instance has an abrupt and distant 
harmonic re-orientation: 
Line Ha:rmonic sequence Motive 
Statement 
Oontradic t ion 
New Statement 
Contradiction. 
@he cadence o:f line :four may be alloWed to be inconclusivej 
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Each contradiction of the :positive thought enters on a syncopated out-
cry • Abi (48 and 54). Each final cadence has the more stereoty:ped 
falling fourth in the vocal line (51 and 59) on the ex:pressive words, 
tesoro and adora. 
In the closing aria, the violins unify on a single melodic line 
of true ri tornello character. Three strong im)?lllses are given to the 
highly :placed tonic tone, after which the notes come cascading down a 
& minor scale(61-62). One short ~asure of divisions in the form of a 
sequence leads to a quarter note pattern with the slope of a sighing 
rise and fall of melody which is tossed back and forth between the 
violins and the continuo(64-67). After thislt a repeated eighth figure 
presses for action(68-72). The return of the initial motive, at the 
piano dynamic level (7.3-75), rounds off a beautifully conceived intro-
duction. The declivitollll ju.m:p to the open string D in measure 72, the 
use of open D and G(75) • as well as the hurried re:peated eighth notes 
of this ri tornello are typical of the use of characteristic instrumen-
tal features in this melody. A ¢ symbol :for the metricaJ. unit makes 
it clear that the Andante indication is not intended as a slow tempo. 
The textual contradictions are placed more closely together in 
this aria than at any :place :previously. Two words, .Amo si, say, n I 
love you.'', but the next three, ~ sempre temo. cast the doubt, II I am 
always fearfulll. Note the confidence of the three even half-:note 
pronouncement (76-77) in the tonic immediately :followed by the converse 
:fear of loss: quarter notes; descending scale line; dominant tonality. 
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The second statement of the words has an inversion of the melodic line 
and sequential repetition of the figure used with the opening words, 
.Amo !!_ ( 93-95) • 
As the U:framingn ritornello returns, we find that Scarlatti has 
not finished his play. Underne~th the ritornello, the voice, with 
rising vehemence - cru.del, crudel (103-104) -, projects a pulsing tone 
of despondency in a long, drawn-out, syncopated wail of fear ... sempre 
~(104-108) - and is punctuated by three additional. protestations of' 
the cruelty of Ohloris(ll0-115). The combination of' the ritornello 
with the vocal line shows a masterful ability to vitalize and vary the 
return of the ritornello. 
The first four measures of the tt:sn section project an ancillary 
thought, proposed in terse opposition: ardo :pi1l, pi~ ~ fedel. "The 
more I burn, the more I am enslaved. II A very suggestive melisma 
occurs on the word :f'rem.o - lltremblell -. the latter part of which 
curiously resembles the opening phrltse of the ritornello. .Ardo comes 
in for treatment by sequence and extension and. the co~letion of the 
poetic lines allows an exposed statement of the ritornello. In a 
touch of mature style, Scarlatti now makes the repeat of these lines 
equaJ. the first statement, but at a lower third and in the minor key 
(138), as Filen loses even that small confidence he may have gained in 
the opening F major statement. Numerous repetitions of the word fedel 
extend the IIJ311 section untU the ,.9: tonality is nailed down. Only then 
is it enabled to act as the dom:ina.nt for the return to the.& minor 
tonality of the da ~ .. 
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This closing aria demands ornamentation. Some rules have been 
named in Ohapter III which would not condone the divisions of the 
phrases containing syncopation(l04-l08) ~ but a matter of taste as well 
as changing styles are involved here. The transparency o£ the form. 
the descriptive excitement of the text setting, and the detail With 
which the opposing sensations are etched mark this as one of the 








Sot to 1' ombra d' un f a?J,!;iO 
:Bass Cantata VI 
Pastoral 
Realization: pp. 155-167. 
c 12/8 both da capo. 
(} - e' an. octave and a sixth. 
Aria 1 - A,B,O,C.B 
8,7,8,8,7 
Aria 2 - A,:B, O,:B 
8,7,8,7 
Late Roman, or early part of third period. 
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The "high tonetl of the text of this cantata evokes a most sensi-
tive setting by the composer. To soften the secco delivery of the 
first recitative, five expressive coloratura :passages appear on words 
suggestive of elaboration. The lengthiest of these is the final one, 
to which the word cantO'- lito sing" - is set (22-23). 
The aria introduction brings forth the violins which are instruct-
ed to play u.nisoni. This sizeable ritornello is flowing, but instru-
mentally conceived. Use of the violins is to continue throughout the 
aria in a most effective obbligato. With the bass line less promi-
nent. the violins function more nearly equal to the voice in the mo.si-
cal point of interest. 
The setting of the word corre - lito ru.nll (31 and 32) - has a 
8osTE?JN U · 
FINf: AND A NIVE:RSJ)Y 
· · PPLft:D 
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quickly ascending group of eighth notes, while the melisma on the word 
braccio - "a't"ms" (33) - literally makes a sweeping envelopment of the 
.Q, najor scale.. The repetition a;f the words is set in quite a short 
space in favor of an almest co~lete statement of the ritornello. 
The u:elt section gives two statements of the three poetic lines to 
similar music, but a typical solution appears on yet a third state-
ment of the word penando ... ltsu.fferll (50-52) - as the agonizing vocal 
line faJ.ls back momentarily in steps only to reach up again ;for a 
climax on the uppermost notet. e t 9 followed by a shattering drop of a 
twelth to the low .A-sharpe The recitative declares, simplyt that 
Pcy-Uis must ansWer her feelings to Tb;Jrsis .. 
In a SJmOthl.y flowing 12/8 nster, a.n.d in a soft !, minor key, 
Phyllis invites Thrysis to console himself. This word9 consolar, 
receives an expressive coloratura(87-88) immediately after its first 
statement 9 but the full developnent of the section now follows with 
several repetitions of the consoling sound. 
The n:en section resembles II.Ait with its similar ritornello open-
ing and in its initial. vocal motive. :But the second statement o:f the 
words shows the contrasting melody typical of Scerlatti in his latest 
cantatas. !!!he expressive pastoral setting soon returns ~llis' 
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Aria 1 - A,B,A,~ 
8,8,8,8 
Aria 2- A,A,~ 01 0,B 
8,8,7 8,8,7 
12/8 both da ~· 
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Period: Late. Realization: pp. 179-190. 
The Introduttione presents a bustling .Q major allegro: a typical 
"three hanmer-stroke" figare, g' '-c' '-c •' •, is followed by lllace-work" 
divisions of the de·scending scale progression(l-2) which carry us 
immediately to the dominant(3) for an exact repetition of the opening 
material. These motives are repeated and developed until an embryo 
second theme of a more feminine and syncopated nature appears(lO). 
Left entirely undeveloped, the bustle of the sixteenth-note divisions 
reappears in the next bar. The final com.plete statement of the 
opening theme is brOUght to a deeepti ve cad.enoe at measure 19, and 
when we are led to expect a final cadence at measure 20, the deception 
re-occurs with the rhy'tbm.ic shape of the second theme. As the final 
three measures drive towards a final. cadence, a deceptive cadence 
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appears three additional times. once in each mea.sure(21-23). The 
unison ending is to be noted for stylistic purposes. 
As We are told in the opening recitative, the lltroubled heart of 
Myrtillus trembles between hope and fea.rll.. These collf'lioting emotions 
are evident in several parts of the cantata, in the instrumental 
introduction, and also in the contrasting nature of the two arias. 
!!!he opening words of the recitative(2f>..-27) are made in sili!J?le state-
ment of :fact in the key of the introduction, .Q. major. The new thought 
of What he had llwanted to divulge to Ohloris" rises abruptly on the 
first inversion of! major; and an even more complex chord, the third 
inversion of a seventh chord on D is used on ardori - llardorsll (30). 
The violin is given the opport1mity to display the pathos cr£ 
Myrtillus 1 affection in the broadly moving anticipation of the vocal 
theme(Ze, ~minor). ~s introduction is extended by sequential. and 
developmental treatment of the eighth- two sixteenth-note pattern(4l-
43).. The emotionally charged words of the aria, Sono amante - III 
love yato.R - are sung in a low and mellow range of the voice, two 
octaves below the instl"tlmental statement of the theme. The word eara 
--
- llbelovedtt - is repeated for emphasis(46) while the "repentance" is 
underscored by a double declaration. 
The limited range of the melody of the first two word.s(44), with 
their open vowels and the even pulse of quarter notes, aids the 
effective expression of their delivery. The outburst of feeling, e 
E:E:, vorrei - ltand I wish to sayll - is represented in a descending line 
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o:f more rapid notes (45). The tension abates somewhat With the return 
of a portion of the text of the :first line, It I wish to say, dear 
Ohloristt, (5~). but this statement closes prematurely with the entrance 
o:f the words of the second line in the tonic tonality. The repetition 
of these last words is called :for by a deceptive cadence (62) as Myr-
tillus .Yet hesitates to Urest his casen. To close the "A" section o:f 
the aria, the violin makes an exact reiteration, with the minor 
addition o:f two notes in measure 67 to balance the :final bar, o:f the 
opening o:f the aria. 
A modi:fication o:f the mood comes in the "B" section as :Myrtillus 
makes us aware o:f the torment. tormento, which would be his sh~d he 
incur a refusal, ~ ri:fiuto, to his proposals, !:!,. detti miei. The 
intensity o:f his wordS is re:flected in the tonality, :Bb major, the 
relative major o:f g minor. The rhythm o:f the vocal line at this point 
-
(70-71) is very similar to the opening phrase o:f the "A" section. but 
the melodic contour is quite di:fferent. The word trop;po - lftoo mu.chtt 
(72) is expressed in a long held note. 
The second recitative is characterized by an int~ation that 
Myrtillus may soon choose a new way out o:f his dilemma. He wUl lldie 
o:f his silencett. A:f:fective intervals mark the words morire - "to die 
(115), silenzio - "stillnessn -(119), and morte- "death" (125). In 
each instance there is a diminished seventh :placed with these words as 
the harmonic underpinning. 
The opening phrase in d minor has an interesting but :familiar 
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Scarlatti harmonic ef:fect in the use of the lowered sub-mediant which 
turns into a diminished seventh, moving to the dominant w half step 
(114-115). Comprehension, com;prendot of the ardors "which consumelt 
initiates a reverse circle of :fifths. which moves down from the opening 
.9:. to!: to !_(1.20). The outburst~ "Ahl I am your lover 11 • another 
diminished seventh, leads one step :further along the reverse circle to 
]2.(1.21). This movement is now truncated by an immediate return to D. 
The die is cast: '*Let her lips be the instrument to seal my death or 
my lifell (1.24-1.26). 
Another version of the 1.2/8 meter arises in this final aria, more 
like a jig or other dance rhythm than not. Sequences and echos pro-
claim the definite ritornello quality of the introduction which has 
nothing melodically in conmon with the vocal theme bn.t the mood. Only 
the last echo is marked in the manuscript. This playful and tanta-
lizing violin obbligato continues to dart into the gaps in the vocal 
line, enliven the plodding bass. and imitate the voice. 
Although the desperately gay- vocal line makes its early modulation 
to th.e dominant, the completion of the second line o:f text is 
necessary to make the dominant felt. The play between flyestt and "noll 
are found throughout the section with an equal balance, to preserve the 
rh;vme. until measure 148 where a hasty repetition of a "yes'* makes it 
clear which answer Myrtillus would like to hear. The instrumental 
interlude (137) reinforces the dominant once again and we are ready :for 
the second statement of the text (138).. A rising scale-wise passage 
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contains in its second half(l39) the material for sequential. treatment 
(140). The next phrase. f~mi udire - 141, prepares the most insis-
tent word. adesso - llnow"- which appears again and again(l44-l45). 
The closing phrase (146) hovers for a moment on the dominant while a 
play is made on the words llyestl and llnott (147-149), only to conclude 
regularly on the tonic. 
The tt:elf section holdS back the enthusiasm of the :previous mood 
with a precaution over the effect a refusal could have. The modu-
lating instr'UIII.6ntal interlude-ri tornello calls on material from the 
instrumental opening- 150 equaJ.s 128 - and in a sequentail treatment 
delivers an unexpected cadence. J1 minor • the supertonic, to signify 
the uncertainty of Mirtillo over his coming request. The entreaty 
for silence~ taci, is twice repeated (152-153) o The phrase, 11 I wish 
to live". becomes the concluding desire(l60-161), and with a r~eat of 







:Sass Cantata IX 
Philo sophie 
12/8 0 both da ~· 
an octave and a minor sixth. 
Aria 1 - A,::S,C,D C,::S,A,D 
8,8,7,7 7,7,8,8 
Aria 2- A,A,B,B,O D,D,E,E,F,C 
6,6,6,6,5 6,6,6,6,6,5 
Late. Realization: pp. 191-206. 
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The cantata, Tu. resti !. mio ~ ~ is, perhaps, the most out-
standing specimen among the solo bass cantatas o:f Alessandro Scarlatti. 
An example o:f the writing o:f his latest period, this cantata makes use 
o:f the stromentato, or accompanied recitative, considerably bold llar-
monic movement, tonally conceived harmonic sequences, and a deeply 
moving text o:f mu.ch refinement. Using the standard :f'orm9 R-A-R-A, the· 
weaJ.th o:f variety and the length o:f' the cantata overcome the impressicma. 
o:f a stereotyped pattern~ 
A brief instrumental, mood-setting in'ilii:od.action uses imitatively 
the motive :for the words, Tu resti - ttyou remain" -, and lingers over 
m:unerous seven-six, :four-three suspensions. The use o:f' the strings 
aJ.one, Without continuo, Would make an effective change, at this 
point, in the usual. tone color. There is precedent :for this in the 
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operas of Scarlatti.. At the entrance of the voice~ the violins con-
tilme, but in realization af the figured bass. Even though one may 
bring in the keyboard instrument for its nor.mal chord-filling function 
here. it is iE.structive to follow Scarlatti's positioning of the 
chords with the violinss inversions of seventh chords contain all 
four members, even if incompletely figured; triads are haJ:monized by 
an even distribution of the tbree tones, no doubling; the contim:Lo 
realization tends to avoid the vocaJ. melodic flow; and a pa:ral.lel 
movement from a perfect to a dimini~ed fifth may be found. The reci-
tative ends on an arioso phrase; sighing, 1lthe greater pain is With 
the una Who remains" " 
The first aria contains the only true siciliana in the bass can-
tatas of Scarlatti. From this, one may asS\!lllle that this particul.ar 
type of writing is held in reserve for moments of deepest emotion, 
rather than being used merely to depict a "rural sceneU as some 
suggest. The singing quality of the violin introduction is inter-
rupted anly by an occasions~ octave jump which does nothing to impair 
the lilting flow of this most beautiful line. 
The statement of the text(lB-20) is intercepted briefly by a 
fragment of the introductory refrain, a seeming reference to the loved 
one, ltll\V eomforttt •. True to form, the end of the textual statement 
contains a. moduJ.ation to the dominant. in which key a shortened 
portion of the introdnotory ritornello again appears(24). The second 
statement of the text brings a contrasting theme of heightened inten.-
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sity-(26-28).. The word~ lontan- "distant; remote'' - is given a 
sequential. extension(29) as the tonal center returns to the tonic.. OxB 
final extension of the UAII seotian remains as the descriptive decree 
of s~aration is now given a two-measure melismatic treatment, quite 
comparable to the instramenta.J. introduction, with its octave drops(3J.-
32). !l!hese octave falls carry a psychological awareness of the em:.ptY'-
ness and numbness of feeling associated With separation from a loved 
one. The compositional. tech:nique in evidence here is well used by 
Searlatti in many cases of a sensitive lengthening of the form. The 
most critical word of this portion of the text, lontan, is stated 
initiaJ.ly in eontext (23); later, it is given repetitions and extended 
a bit(29-30); finally• it is made the focal point of a coda-like 
phrase which literally wrings the word dry of emotion(3l-32).. .An 
exact statement of the ritornello closes the section. 
As in :Sass Oantata IV, Ima.gini d'orrore, dated 1710, the dynamic 
markings for the obbligato instruments are clearly marked.. A~­
llfortell - is placed at points where the instl'1llD.entsJ. melody is o:f 
paramount interest. and ;pia: - tlpiano11 -when the violins are to 
assame an accompanying role to the voice .. 
The II:Slt section of the aria. opens with phrases using appoggiatura 
sighs of quarter and eighth notes slurred together on one syllable(38-
39-40).. At the conclusion of the statement of the four lines of 
poetry, a portion of the ri tornello appears in~· A highly contrast-
ing melody introduces the repetition of the first line of the text(46) 
and continues sequentially with the second line set to the same :m:u.sic 
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a step lower (47) to drop naturally into the tra.e tonic key of the 
section, .§.minor. The two remaining lines are set briefly in two mea-
sures, as they serve to reinforce the key(48-49). Finally, there is a 
three-measure extension built over yet another repetition of the last 
:poetic line, Hwhere my faith comes to restn. The da ~ as in the 
siciliana generally, sho'llld not be embellished. 
In the very involved recitative text which follows, a series of 
rhetorical questions are :posed. Who is to be pitied more. the one, 
wh.o like a harbor, manains, or the one, who like a boat, goes off 
into the sto~ u.nk:tl.own? 
The fi:aal aria posits death as equal to parting. The lld.evisen-
arielt opening is varied by a double statement of the first two words, 
L•istesso - lithe same". Thereafter, a complete line of the text is 
presented.. Now a curiously weaving, disjunct, chromatically ascending 
ritornello line works its Way up to an extreme pitch before giving wq 
to the :full statement of the text(98-99). With the modulation to the 
relative major, F, and a brief suggestion of the ritornello material, 
the second statement of the text is expected on a contrasting theme. 
Unexpected, however, is the use of the ltdevicell technique in a 
repeated portion of the text in the middle of a section(l04). A 
sequential. use of this ltdevieett statement (105) returns us quickly to 
the tonic key for the full repeat of the text, another parallel to 
the first aria. The section is completed with several juxtap0sitions 
of the two focal. words, partire, morire. 
. ' ....... ~. ..: . 
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The «device" makes its third appearance in the one aria at the 
opellin.g of the II:SI1 section.. A full-scale use of the ri tornello. llOW 
in g. gives the impression that this could be the beginning of an aria 
-
rather than its contina.ation. The opening words, tu resti. recall the 
title words «f the cantata. A Short repetition of only the last three 
of the six: lines o:f the text, however, compensates :for the more elabo-
rate introduction. 
The unusual ttretrogradelf rhyme scheme and syllabic content o:r the 
poem o:f the :first aria should be noted as significant. Rather than 
standing alone in the rhyming, the "extratt line, .F, of the :final poem 
is made to rh;vme with itself, gi~ mai ~ sarai, thereby preserving an 
aesthetic unity • 
.Allusions to death, God and life a£ter death bring a depth of 
reflection to this cantata. The mo.sio dxe.Ws from these thoughts an 
ample store of expressive melody suggestive of the mood o:f a secular 
OH.APTER VI 
THE TR.ANSPOSED O.A:NTATAS FOR :BASS 
In his "Oa.talaga.e o:f the Extant Works a:f Al.essandro ScarJ.a.ttin • 
J. 
E. J~ Dent oompiJ.es a. J.ist o:f some siX hnndred compositions in the 
cantata :form.. In addition to the nine bass cantatas analysed in the 
present st~, three additional oa.nta.ta'S :for bass are J.iste~ They 
are: 
Men1;re ~ Ze:ffiro argg.to 
Mi tormenta iJ. ::eensiero 
\ Tiranna ingrata, che :far dovro 
Another cantata, Da voi ;parto amati ra.i, for bass, is considered 
spn.rious .. 
The :first two works named above have been rejected from this 
study as original cantatas :for bass voice on the :folJ.owing gromds: 
(1) 9 :Both cantatas exist in versions :for other voices. With no dates 
attached to the mss., however, we must deduce :from internaJ., and cer-
ta.in external evidence the prior claims O:f the higher vocal settings. 
Upon examination. the co'J!Y' af Mi torments. iJ. pensiero for :Bass voice 
du;pJ.icates, note :for note, the copy o:f Mi torments. iJ. pensiero for 
Soprano. The copyist's handwriting is not similar in the two cOpies, 
and there are certain discre.:pances in the figuring. (2) The crossing 
of the voca.J. J.ine With that of the continuo, in the :Bass version, is 
1Dent. Alessandro Scaa-latti, His Life .... , .2J2..· cit .. , pp • .206-232. 
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not consistent with Bareqa.e texture. Instead of the expected vocaJ. 
line Sllpported. by the basso continuo, ·as in all of the other bass can-
tatas, the interweaving of the two parts cancels out the tra.e identity 
Qf each .. 
The words of Benedetto Marcello should be heeded concerning the 
practice af transposing cantatas in the Late :Baraque period. In 
!l!eatro alla moda, he writes: · "The modern composer will show the 
greatest attentions to all the virtu.ose of the operas, presenting them 
all with old cantatas transposed to fit their voices.lf2 A note with 
regard 1;0) this contention is to be found in the fact that both Mentre 
~ Zeffiro argn.to and Mi tormenta il pensiero. are to be found in the 
Mecklenbu.rgische Landesbibliothek, Schwerin, East Germany. the source 
of :five of the six duet cantatas for Soprano and Bass by Scarlatti. A 
study of the visiting Italian opera troups o:f this period would, per-
haps, pr<!llVide useful support of this contention. 
' The cantata !l!ira.rma ing:rata, che :far dovro, exists in one copy 
only, and that in Naples, in a volume of cantatas for bass voice. The 
primary objection to the admission of this work into the ra:nk::s of 
original bass cantatas is for the second reason given, the continual 
crossing of the vocal and continuo ·lines. Since this cantata does not 
exist in versions for any other voice, the possibility is either that 
it is a section of an opera by Scarlatti, or that the soprano/alto 
2quoted from Strunk:, Source Readings,. .QJ2.• cit. • p. 530. 
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version has yet to be unearthed. Although in a standard cantata form, 
A-R-A, the work is marred by copyin.g mistakes, making difficmlt a t:rue 
evaluation. An understandable si tnation Would. be one in Which a 
sketch by Scarlatti was finished by a po.pil. 
Among the other blemishes of this cantata! of al.l the cantatas 
studied, this is the single exception to the rule that the cantata end 
in the key in Which it begins; and, the final. aria commences in the 
same key as the final. cadence of the recitative, rather tb.a.ll the 
standard practice of having the dominant tonality or a relative key 
precede the aria. The setting of the words is somewhat suspect, 
although there are moments of beauty and craftsmanship in the work. 
The cantata has at least two elements traceable to Handel or a later 
Neapolitan composer. :But the final verdict must await fa.rther 
research .. 
Mr. EdWin Hanley of Yale University, presently at work on a revi-
sion of the Dent catalogu.e, has con:firmed the existence of only- these 
twelve cantatas listed for :Sass, al.thougb. his tentative listing, 
entitled, 110antate di Oamera 21. Alessandro Scarlatti", brings the 
total. of Scarlatti cantatas to nearly eight hund.rado 
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AP:E'ENDIX A. 
SOURCES OF THE :MANUSCRIPTS 
:Sass Cantata: 
I Appena giunse al forte cam;po 
Cantat~ (sic] ~ Voce Sola di Basso 
/I Oloferne I I 
del Sig.re .Allessandro fi;ic] Scarlatti I con V V 
:Sri tish Mu5eom, London 
Add. 14166 
89r - 9.2v. 
II Cor di :Bruto 
Cantata a Voce Sola di Basso del Sig.re Aless .. o Scarlatti 
' :Sibliotheque Nationale, ·Paris 
Dept. d.u. Conservatoire 
MS 23647-4 
65r - 72r. 
III Doppo·lungo penar 
Cantata a voce sola di :Basso Del Sig.re .Al.ess.o Scarlatti 
:British Museum, London 
Add. 14166 
84r - 88v. 
IV !magini d'orrore 
Cantata da Camera - :Sasso con v.v. 
' :Sibliotheque Nationale. Paris 
Dept. du Conservatoire 
MS 10909 - l 
pp. l - 7. 
V Nel ~ ch.e bagna 
Cantata del Sig.re Cavalier Scarlatti 
[AntographJ 
:Siblioteca, Oonservatorio di Musica, Naples 
34.5.3 
l7v - .20v. 
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I 
VI Sot to 1 t ombra ~ fa.ggio 
' Cantata a Voce Sola con V.V. Del Sig.re Cavaliere 
Alessandro Scarlatti 
~iblioteca,_ Conservatorio di Musica. Naples 
34.5.9 
102v - 107r. 
VII Splendeano in bel sembiante 
A Voce Sola Del Sig.re Aless.ro Scarlatti 
. ' ~ibliotheque Nationale, Paris 
Dept. du Conservatoire 
No. 4234 
lr - 16r. 
VIII Tra speranza ~ timore 
,. 
Cantata a Voce Sola di Basso con Violini 
Del Sig.re Cavalier Alessandro Scarlatti 
British Museum, London 
Add. 14166 
93r - lOlr. 
IX Tu resti 2. .!!E:2. :bel ~ 
Cantata con :Violini: di Basso del Sig.re Cavalier 
Alessandro Scarlatti 
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Appena giunse & :forte campo 
Recitative 
Appena giunse 
a1 :forte campo assiro 
L'~zone del aiel 
bella Giuditta 
che il supbo Oloferne 
al Gale nar 
dell Pellegrin sembiante 
ch'al par del sol sblendea 
d'un insoli 
lo ardor tutto s•avese~ 
e di vento amante 
di :fiamma cosi bella 
scuote il suo fiero Orgoglio, 
e si :favella 
E fia ver ch'un volta arciero 
del mio cor trion:fera\ 
E ch •un animo go.erriero 
ceda vinto ~una bel ta-. 
Aria 
Now arriving 
at the str on.g Assyrian camp, 
the .Amazon of Heaven, 
beautiful Judith, 
whom superb Holo:fernes 
expects at the galley 
of the Pilgrim; 
the peer o:f the snnts brilliance. 
You might have had the complete 
af'fection of one so unusual, 
and become the lover 
of such a beautiful flame. 
You stir his fierce pride, 
and it speaks: 
Mu.st it be true that my heart 
shall tri'Cillph over the archer t s 
--visage? 
And that a warrior's courage 
would surrender to a beauty? 
Recitative 
M~ poi ch'un si bel dono 
or gia' 
mi reca mia benigna sorte, 
e vuol ch' in questa giorno 
vada il mio cor 
di pi~ trion:fi adorno 
ecco lieto lo stringp, 
e vo..c} con d.oppio ar dore 
che nel campo di Marte 
tr ion.fi amor , 
delle mie palme a parte. 
But then, which is the best? 
Now, already 
you reach my benign :fortune, 
and it wishes that in this d.a\9" 
she would adorn my heart 
with more trium.phs-
this merry one whom I clasp 
with renewed ardor--
who, in the camp of Mars 
with trium.phs of love, 
divides me :from my palms. 
' Su dunque mio core 
dell' armi il fur ore 
deh tempra al diletto 
ch1amore mi ~. 
Gi~ sento nel seno 
quel dolce veleno 
che l'alma nel petto 
langu.ire mi f~. 
.Aria 
Up, then, my heart! 
Rage With weapons 1 
Temper the delight 
Which love gives. 
Al.ready I feel in the breast 
that sweet venom 




Oosi dice a il barbara Regnante 
quando dal sonno o:p:presso 
chiuse le luci, 
e il cielo ar:m~ la mano 
dell'Eroina invi tta 
che dell'autrice spada 
~ un colpo solo 
nel sangu.e immer so 
lo distese al suolo. 
Thus you say to the barbarous King: 
When overcome by sleep, 
close your eyes 
and Heaven will arm the hand 
of the unvanquished heroine, 
the authoress of a single blow 
of the sword. 
Immersed in blood, 
he is laid out on the ground. 
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Oor di :Sruto 
Oor di :Sruto 1 e che risolvi? 
se t 1 assale in un istante 
La giustizia,_ con .Amor 
· g:r;ida l'una 
s:t pu.ni sei i tradi tor ; 
L 'altra :Pt"ega, o'Padre amante, 
non fia ver, " 
ma\ sepelli sei nell10blio 
i loro error;; 
Aria 
Heart of Brutus; and what resolve? 
to assault in an instant ••• 
Justice, with love. 
One cries: 
nyes, punish the traitor!lt 
The other prays: 11 0 Father of love, 
do not let it be; 
:But hide in oblivion 
their error. n 
Recitative 
A la Patr ia rub elli 
sono i miei figli, 
e il grave lor misfatto 
di giustissima Astrea 
L i condanna. a cad.er 
sotto a la spada 
pur n paterna affetto 
liberi li vorrebbe 
Ahi qual :Battaglia 
di confusi pensier 
turba la mente 
esser deggio severo, 
o' pur clemente? 
De li due dire non sa-
cht la palma ottenera~ 
se la Prole uccider f6 
pi~ crudel di Tigre so no 
se perdono resta. 
impune 1' em:piet~. 
Aria 
Of the country's rebellion, 
they are the sons • 
.And their serious crime [judged) 
by the most just Astrea, 
would condemn them to :tall 
under the sword. 
:But paternal affection 
wishes to absolve them. 
.Ah• what a tumult 
of confused thoughts 
upsets the mind! 
Must I be severe, 
or forgiving? 
I do not know how to tell 
who should obtain the palm. 
If made to kill the offspring, 
I am more cruel than a tiger. 
If pardoned, 
impiety remains unpunished. 
Mt:i di du.bbio si rtl 
non t 1arrossi sei? 
o' :Sru.to · · . · 
e ancor ritardi ad.tesegu.ir 
' . .. . 
cio, ch' il dov~r t 'impone? 
veggia pur veggia U Mondo, 
che son Romano, 
e che con core invitto 
anco del proprio sangu.e 
non mi cu.ro 
s' e' reo d 1 empio d.elitto 
se per capo, 
e Rettor Roma m'elesse 
se di sua libert~ 
piantai la base 
m' e' d:u.opo fulmin~ 
quell i dif ei 
ch' ora di sovvertir 
~a osano audaci 
a gl' Icar i superbi 
il temerario vol 
tron chi' la sevre 
ogni indugio e' delitto, 
e un sol memento 
non merta respirar 
a:t:JJ;'",e vi tali, , 
chi tenta, e chi pretende 
a tirannico giogo 
sottopor de la Patria 
il collo Augusto 
prole infedel 
·non b.a'Giudice giusto. 
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Recitative 
Ent of vile doubt itself 
are you not .reddened? 
0 Brutus;. and 
again he deley-s the execution. 
What is it that must impose itself? 
Must I show the world 
that I am a Roman? 
And that, with unconquered heart, 
also of his own family. 
I take no heed for myself? 
If gu.il ty of the impious crime, 
If the heads 
and consuls of Rome elect me 
to plant the base 
of their freedom, 
they issue decrees 
in their defence 
until the hour o:f subversion. 
The daring ones, 
the haughty Icari, 
the foolhearty race 
of stern flyers. 
Every deley- is criminal; 
and :for one single moment 
he does not deserve to breathe 
the vital air. 
lie Whom I tempt, and who pretends 
with the tyrannical yoke; 
submitting the country 
to the neck o:f Augustus. 
Offspring unfaithful, 




Doppo lungo penar 
Recitative 
Doppo J.u.ngo penar d~ te diviso 
torno aJ.J.•amate mora 
ove in pace soggiorni, 
e pi ti. che mai cruda Mi tilde 
ingrata. 
Si ch•am.a.nte ritorno, 
e ben tu l•sai 
e sai pur cb.e mia sorte 
dispietata 
vu.ol che dell tamar mio 
celi le tempre, 
per chtio viva morendo, 
e pianga sempre. 
After long Suffering, parted from/ 
I return to the beloved home /thee, 
Where in peace I may lie. 
And · (I find) more than ever a cruel, 
·ungrateful Matildel 
I return as a lover, 
And well you know it. 
.And you aJ.so know that 
my pitiless fate 
Exacts that I hide 
The fervor of my love, 




e non amarti 
mostrar dow~. 
M~ tanto ardore 
chiuso nel core 
' ' pi.u star non :puo. 
I n:m..s t adore you! 
Even thou@ 
I must not re'V'eaJ. it. 
:But such an ardor 
:Pent up within my heart 
Can remain no longer. 
Recitati'V'e 
.Ah, Mitllde se'V'era, 
dunque vorrai 
che si gran fiamma accesa 
L' alma m 1 in'V'oli daJ.la salma offesa., 
e go di a.ncor che in V'ano 
:i. mie:i. sospir 
siano dispersi aJ.•vento. 
Ah! ch 1 ~ si fier tormento 
par che di sdegno ancor 
s'accenda amore 
quell*amor che per te 
m•accese il core. 
Ahl Severest Matildel 
So you will see 
A great flame enkindled? 
The very soul of my body is stolen. 
Yet you are delighted that in vain 
My sighs 
,Axe dispersed to the Winds. 
.Ah! In the face of such fierce torment 
Whereby love is evermore 
Enkindled by scorn, 
That love for you 
'Which inflamed rey heartl 
J 
Se godi nel diletto . 
del mio crudele ar dare 
Almen con la. Speranza, 
non darm.i pi~ martir •. 
S e tu racchiudi in petto 
crudel tiranno il core. 
Almen -la. tua. . baldanza. 
non rida al mio morir. 
.Aria 
If you delight in the pleasure 
(of witnessing) my cruel love; 
Let me hope that you 
Will not continue my tort-ore. 
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If you enclose in your cruel breast 
A tyrannical heart, 
At least let not your haughtiness 
Laugh at the death blows. 
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IV 
!magin.i d 1orrore 
Imagini d 1 orr ore. 
mi rappresenta sempre 
il mio pensiero. · 
E pur con fide sempre, 
oppresso dal dolore 
io sotfro, e ~ero. 
Se dubbioso il mio core 
pens a tal volta in pet to, 
che del mio fido affetto 
piaccion le rimem.branze 
all' Idol mio; 
Ahil con tormento rio 
agi tata la mente, 
mi figura che d 1altri 
e il mio tesoro. 
Se un pensier d.i ristoro dice.: 
Olori per te 
s em,pre s • aftBJllla: 
.Ahi! con idea tiranna, 
un'altro mio pensier 
mi dice allora: 
Filen~ pu.oi d.arti pace; 
Olori un t .al tro Pastor 
costante adora. 
Amo ·' ~ t Sl., ma sempre em.o, 
ch • il mio ben mi sia crudel.. 
e di sde~o allor che fremo 
-·ardo piu. pi~ son fedel." 
.Aria 
My thought is ever 
presenting pictures 
of horror to me. 
And yet, with constant faith, 
overWhelmed by grief, 
I su:ff er and hope. 
Recitative 
If my doubtful. heart 
occasionally harbors the thought 
that memories of my faitbf'lll. 
a;ffection 
are pleasing to my Idol, 
Alas, my agitated mind, 
with base torture, 
concocts a picture that 
my beloved belongs to another. 
And if a soothing thought tells me: 
1f Ohlori s iS for ever 
wrought up over you, It 
Alas, another thought 
With persistent idea 
then tells me: 
.Aria 
"Filen, give yourself peace. 
Ohloris is loved 
by another shepherd. n 
Indeed I love; bn.t I always fear 
that my l.ove is cruel. 
I tremble at her scorn; 
yet, the more I burn, 
the more I am· enslaved. 
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v 
:N'el !!!§£. che bagna. al. bel Sebeto 
Recitative 
Nel mar che bagna 
al bel Sebeto il piede 
mentre d'alato Pin prora spedita 
gareggiando col volo 
omai non cede a un'altra 
che spedita 
sfid.ar nel corso 
i Zeffiri :pur tenta; 
tr~ questa gare ancor 
gara d' amore 
nacque tr~ elpina e Nice, 
ond' egli tutt o ardor, 
cosi gli dice. 
In 'l;he sea which bathes 
the foot of the Sebethos, 
While the winged pine prow, 
vying in flight, 
does not yield to another 
which is equally tempting 
to challenge the zephyrs 
in their course. 
In the midst of this contest is 
another contest, but of love, 
born between Elpina and Nice, 
in which he, all ardor, 
speaks thus: 
Aria 
Dal. tuo gu.ardo cocenti Faville 
tras se Jm.or ~er accendermi il sen 
pur 1io godo o mie care po.pille 
nell 'ardor per cui l'alma vien ~en. 
From your looks, love drew 
burning sparks to enkindle my heart. 
Yet I enjoy, my dear eyes, 
this ardor, by which the soul faints. 
Recitative 
Oosi diceva alpin, 
ma' in quel istante gi.udice Am.or 
di cosi belle offese 
da Nice £e' n&-rar le sue difese 
quindi a' farlo felice 
questa voci £orm.o'J;a bella Nice. 
Oari accenti lusinghieri 
vo i piagate 1' aJ.ma e '1 cor 
pur 1anch'io tormenti fieri 
per te soffro tutto ardor. 
Thus was Elpina speaking, 
but in the same instant, Love, 
Judge of such beautif'lil.l offences, 
made Nice tell her own ~fence. 
!l!o make him happy, then, 
the beautiful Nice formed these words: 
Aria 
Dear, alluring words. 
You wound m;v soul and m;,v heart. 
And I, full of ardor, 
Suffer fierce torment for thee. 
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VI 
Sotto lJombra ~ faggio 
Recitative 
Sotto 1 1ombra d'un faggio 
piangente~ e sospirante 
stava Tirsi il pastor 
di Filli amante 
quand1 ecco in quell'istante 
vidde apparir la bella 
alla face gemella 
ardea 1' aura d' intorno 
ardea il fior s~ la riva, 
' e ·1 1on&a stessa per non 
ardere anch' ella a' tanta face. 
sciolse gl'argenti 
e di vento' fugace 
all'ora il Dio d'Amor 
ch'ivi d 1intorno 
scherzava fr~ l'erbette 
per accrescer le fiamme 
~"1. corl amant i 
- Le Labbra a'un tempo apri 
e a lusingar l'ard.or cantd'cosi. 
Filli mia chi Mil cor piagato 
OQ:rre in braccio alla beltS; 
,, ' 
· Ne sanar pu.o la ferita~ 
Ohi lontan de la sua vita 
Sempre in d'tlDl penando sta' 
Under the shade of a beech tree, 
weeping and sighing. 
was T.b:yTsis, the shepherd, 
the lover of Phyllis. 
When, lo, in that instant, 
he saw the beautiful one appearing. 
Like unto a torch 
the surrounding air burned, 
the flowers on the shore flamed. 
The wave it self was 
not to be burned in such a torch. 
Loosened silvers (of the water) 
became evasive from the Wind. 
Nearby, the God of Love 
was playing 
in the grasses 
to increase the flames 
of the loving hearts. 
Suddenly, the lips open, 
and in praise of ardor, say: 
.Aria 
Oh, Phyllis mine, one who has a 
wounded heart runs to the arms of his 
beautiful one. Nor cOUld he heal the 
wound; this one who, far from his 
sweetheart, always suffers in grief. 
Recitative 
' Ohe non fe 
cb:-e- non dis se 
a'tali accenti 
la Pastorella amante 
tutta lieta e festante 
tosto lasci~gl•armenti 
corse in braccio al suo bene 
e di e'libero il varco 
a q'll}Sti accenti 
What did she not do, 
What did she not say, 
at these words, 
the loving shepherdess? 
All cheerful and joyful, 
she soon left the flocks, 
ran into the arms of her beloved, 
and gave vent 
to these wordS; 
' . Vieni o Tirsi in questo seno 
il tuo duolo a'consolar. 
Tro:ppo caro e' a un cor che adora 
L 1 Idol suo poter mirar. 
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.Aria 
Come. Thyrsisl In this bosom 
assuage your grief. _ 
Ro~ precious it is for a loving heart 
to contemplate its idol. 
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VII 
Splendeano ~bel sem.biante 
S:plendeano in bel sem.biante 
dell 1Adorata Filli 
Luci pnr Troppo b~lle 
al cui vago fulgor 
cedean le stella; 
Quando dal ciglio altero 
con amor o so sgo.ar do 
vibro' con.tro il mio sen 
pungente dardo; 
h d.a me cost gadita 
La ferita del mio cor. 
che penando nel dolor 
non temei perd.er la. vita; 
M~ sdegnosa aJ. sen fedele 
La crudele sem.pre f-&, 
Onde in dura servitti. 
spargo al vento le querele; 
De~ se- quaJ. Tige hircana 
sem:pre pi~ cruda 
~ danni miei la miro 
.AR - che in vano so spiro 
per dar dell • ire mie 
palese il segno 
mi quer i!l.o d t .Amore 
e' fo' ric or so a.l Tribtlllal 
di sdegno; 
e per crescer furore 
ai giusti sensi miei 
chiamo in aiuto 
anche i Tartar ei Dei; 
Recitative 
Lights, ever more beautiful., 
were shining from the lovely 
features of the ador~d Phyllis. 
:Before these precious lights 
even the stars yield. 
When from the haughty eyebrow, 
With amorous glance, 
She threw into my heart 
a piercing dart. -- · 
.Aria 
So pleasing was 
The wound in my heart 
That, suffering grief • 
I feared not the loss of life. 
:But the cruel one remained disdain-
ful toward her faithful heart. 
Thus, in h.ar sh servitude, 
I cast my complaint to the Wind. 
Recitative 
Alas, if I contemplate her. 
ever more cruel 
like a Rircanean Tiger against me • 
.All, that I should sigh in vain 
to express 
ray wrath. 
I take ray suit to love, and make 
recourse to the Tribunal 
in vain. 
And to increase the rage 
of my just feelings, 
I caJ.l to my aid 
even the Tarter Gods! 
Orude :f'urie che giacete 
,- -g\u nel'erebo profondo 
Su. venite soccorrete 
un'.Ama.nte :f'uribondo 
Non si Ta.:rdi empie meggere 
crude Erinni Arpie spietate 
Oon le faci piu severe 
di furor Le destre armate; 
Sdegno campione andace 
s'll vieni a\Vendicar 
L' onte del core. 
E se se:ppi adorando 
esser costante; 
Sar~ tutto rigor 
sdegnato Amante; 
Gi~ l 'alma ~ Tradi ta 
Vendetta rimbomba; 
al suon di sua Tromba 
Lo sdegno l 1 invita 
Ma" :f'olle 
e che vaneggio 
Aria 
Savage furies~ that lie 
iow in the depths of Hell. 
dome help an infuriated lover. 
Delay not. wicked witches, 
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cruel Erinyes, despicable harpies, 
With your most awesome torches, 
gird your right hand with frenzy. 
Recitative 
Scorn, audacious champion, 
come to revenge 
the lm.mUiation of my heart. 
And if, as an adoring lover, 
I could be constant; 
As a scorned lover, 
I shall be total rigidness. 
Aria 
Already the sou.l is betrayed; 
Revenge resounds 
To the call of the trumpet, 
Invited by anger. 
Recitative 
Oh, fool that I am 
why do I rave? 
:S:ow can DlY' heart come potr~ il mio petto 
Incrudelir contro ~ Deit~ df.Amore? 
W no' fra' pene ~ stratii 
Tormentato mio core 
harden against the Divinity of Love? 
.Ah, no, midst punishment and mangling, 
My tortured heart 
serai costa.nte 
all'Amorosa face; 
che ogni go.erra d'.Amor 
:f'inisce in Pace. 
will serve the torch of love 
with constancy • 
.Aria 
For every battle of love 
endS in :Peace. 
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VIII 
Tra Speranza e timore 
Tra s.:per~za e timore 
penava di Mirtillo 
inoerto il oore 
s oopr ir bramava ~ Glori 
gl'interni ocoulti ardori 
:per cui la tema di speranza 
a' scherno 
Recitative 
The troubled heart of Myrtilus 
trembled between 
fear and hope. 
:He had wanted to divulge to Chloris 
the deeply hidden ar d.ors 
whicht in this fear 
of hoping, 
gli faceva provar pena d'Inferno made him su:ffer in:fernal pains. 
Sperando col parlar, 
ora contenti 
or temendo tormenti 
proruppe 
in questi irresoluti accenti: 
Sono ama.nte 
e dir vorrei 
ca:ra Olori 
e poi mi pen to. 
Un ri£iuto 
~ i detti miei 
saria trop~ 
gran tormento. 
Momenta.r ily happy, 
Aria 
then fearing torments, 
with :presumption in his speech. 
he pours out 
these irresolute words: 
I love you, 
and I wish to BB\9'", 
"Dear Ohlor is," 
and then I would be penitent. 
Your r efusaJ.s 
to my proposals 
Would be 
too great a torment. 
Recitative 
Maglio e'penar tacendo 
che morire parland.o 
e' po:r: comprendo 1 tar dor 
che mi conswma in ogn'istante 
moro del mio silenzio 
martire volunta.rio; 
ah, son tuo amante 
al fin ti dica; 
e' per non morir sempre 
una volta si mora. 
e' s ia il tuo labro 
o' di mia vita 
o' di mia morte il fabro. 
Silent suffering is better 
than to die speaking. 
lnd yet I understand the ardor 
which conswmes me in every instant. 
I die of my silence, 
a voluntary martyr. 
Ohl I am your lover 1 
At last that I might sey it to youl 
One cannot die continuously; 
only one time may you die. 
May your lips, 
of my life, 
or my death, be the locksmith. 
Alla tua vermiglia bocca 
bella Olori adesso tocca 
farmi udire 1lD. si 
. o 1lD. no. 
Ma deh taci 
perche incerto del tuo affetto 
pi u che certo del rifiuto 
viver vuo. 
.Aria 
From your scarlet mouth 
beautiful Ghloris. now touch 
and let me hear a llyeslf 
or a llno11 • 
But, nol please be silent. 
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For, uncertain of your affection, 
more than certain of your refusal, 
rr.r:r heart wishes to live. 
IX 
Tu resti e mio bel nume 
- -----
Tu resti o mio bel n'lllD.e 
io parto e pi~ fanesta 
si rende a me la pena 
allor che tu pretendi 
che la pena. magg.i.or sia 
di chi resta 
Se tu sol sei mio conforto 
Se te solo il cor desia 
Qual sollievo haver potr~ 
il cor mio len. tan da t e 
ha.bbi oh Dio di me pieta' 
pensa pur che 1 'Alma mia 
sia la nave e tu quel Porto~ 
Ove posa ha. la mia fe' 
Or dimmi, qual ti sembro 
di lagrime il bersaglio 
il Porto che non cura 
l'alte ingiurie dell'onde 
o pur la navicella, 
che lungi d.aJ. suo Porto., 
e dall 1aure ~itata 
d'eolo non gia, 
Ma' di sospiri ardenti 
lascia il suo lido 
alle procelle esposto 
perche non pa.o\ chi resta 
divertir la sua pena. 
in varii oggetti, 
forse che la costanza 
~ le leggi daJ. clima, 
e non dall •Alma 
Recitative 
You remain. o Y1lif beautiful. God. 
I leave, and even more tragic 
becomes m::1 pain 
now that y-ou. claim 
that the greater pain 
is with him who remains. 
.Aria 
If y-ou are my- only- comfort, 
My- heart hearns for y-ou alone. 
What relief co'llld rrw heart have 
far from thee? 
0 Go d9 have pity- on m::1 woe. 
Consider ~ soul the Ship 
And that y-ou are the harbor 
Where my faith comes to rest. 
Recitative 
Which seems to y-ou 
the target of tears: 
the harbor• Which ignores 
the offence of the high waves" 
or the bark · 
which, far from its haven. 
and shaken 
not by the breath of Aeolus 
bo..t by ardent sighs 
leaves its shore 
exposed to the billoWs? 
He who remains 
cannot distract his sorrows 
in various ways. 
Do y-ou believe constancy-
folloWs the laws of the climate 
and not of the soa.l? 
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dimmi, quando di morte 
la erud.a faJ.ce ardita piomba 
sopra lo stame 
ehe e' la Parea tessea, 
non si lascia la vita 
L 'istesso e\ il partire 
L'istesso e\ il morire 
mia speme gradita 
lase iar la sa.a vita 
partire da te 
Tu resti, e ti lagni, 
ma se m llaccompagni 
col fido tuo core 
per forze d'amore 
gi~ mai non sarai 
lontano da me .. 
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Tell me, When the bold 
and harsh sythe of Death falls 
upon the thread 
that Fate was weaving, 
does not one abandon life? 
Aria 
It is the same thing to leave 
as it is to die. 
Oh, my beloved hope~ 
To abandon the life of nw life, 
To. be parted from you! 
You remain, and you grieve. 
:Bu.t if you follow me 
With your faithful heart. 
Throt:Jgh the power of love. 
You will never be 
Far from me. 
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